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ABSTRACT 

A new local method for finite difference/finite element mesh truncation in the 

frequency domain is investigated. The method is based on the Measured Equation 

of Invariance (MEl) concept recently proposed by Mei, et al. [1] for the numerical 

solution of electromagnetic wave scattering by perfectly conducting targets in un

bounded regions. An MEl is a numerically derived discrete, linear equation which 

relates the field at a given boundary node to the field values at neighboring nodes. 

For each boundary node, a different MEl is constructed. Given such a condition for 

each node, a computationally efficient and accurate FD /FE grid truncation can be 

achieved. Since the derivation of the MEl is not based on any far-field assumptions, 

unlike most other local methods, the mesh truncation condition can be applied just 

a few cells away from the scatterer's boundary. 

The method is extended to treat the case of penetrable scatterers. Three different 

approaches are considered. The first is based upon a direct application of Huygen's 

principle. The second relies on equivalent source concepts. The final method proposed 

employs a distribution of multipoles, referred to as multiple multipoles, to generate 

the MEl's. The MEl-based mesh truncation conditions are implemented for the 

first time in a finite clement formulation and numerical results are presented for 
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time-harmonic scattering by a variety of two-dimensional targets. The feasibility of 

constructing an accurate truncation condition for the mesh interior to a homogeneous 

penetrable scatterer is also examined. 

In addition to the study conducted for finite difference/finite element mesh trun

cation in the frequency domain, a time domain truncation scheme based on the 

principles of linearity and superposition is considered. The method is demonstrated 

for a guided wave structure. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introd uction 

Traditionally, open-region electromagnetic scattering problems have been solved 

using integral equation techniques [2]. In these formulations, the appropriate far-field 

behavior of the scattered fields is included implicitly. Unfortunately, the numerical 

solution of the integral equations results in coupling of all the discrete unknowns. 

In contrast to the global interactions involved in the integral equation procedures, 

the direct solution of Maxwell's equations using finite methods, that is, finite differ

ence (FD) or finite element. (FE) techniques, produces only local interactions between 

the unknowns. In the frequency domain, this means that highly sparse and banded 

system matrices result. Efficient algorithms exist for the solution of such matrices 

wi th lower com putational costs (both in terms of time and memory) than the more 

conventional schemes employed to solve the full matrices encountered in an integral 

equation a.pproach. \~rhen applying finite methods in the time domain, we update the 

field values ill, allY llode on the grid using just the field values from neighboring nodes 

in il causal lIlilnner. However, if we usc an integral equation based method, the time 

('vol u t iOll of t he field sol u !,jon i 11 vol ves global in teractions of the nodes throughout 
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the problem domain. The local nature of the interactions involved in finite meth

ods makes them a more suita.ble choice for solving large, complex electromagnetic 

problems. 

Fini te methods are based on partial differential equations and are, thus, formulated 

either as bounclary value problems (frequency domain) or initial value problems (time 

domain). Therefore, a complete definition requires that spatial boundary conditions 

be fully specified. In a closed region problem, this is a straight-forward procedure. 

However, special attention is required in the case of electromagnetic interactions in 

unbounded regions, e.g., electromagnetic sca.ttering and radiation problems. It is 

impossible, of course, to include the entire open region in the FD IFE domain as this 

would require an infinite-sized mesh. Some means of truncating the spatial mesh must 

be introduced. The development of an accurate and efficient scheme for effecting this 

truncation has been a popular subject of research in recent years. In the following 

section, we discllss different techniques which have been proposed. 

1.1 Survey of Literature 

A wide body of literature exists on the subject of grid truncation in finite method 

formulations. Herein, we attempt to identify some of the key results and compare 

the relative merits of each. 

Typically, all artificial boundary is introduced to truncate the mesh and, thus, 

limit the area of computation. All but onc of the methods that we shall cover use this 
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approach, the exception being the "infinite element" technique [3, 4]. In this method, 

a boundary is defined exterior to the scatterer, but the FD /FE mesh does not end 

there. Instead, unbounded angular sections, infinite elements, are used beyond this 

boundary. Over these infinite elements special basis functions are required in order 

to accurately represent the behavior of the fields at infinity. The assumed far-field 

behavior is built right into the basis functions. Since an essential boundary condition 

can be applied, the bandwidth of the FE stiffness matrix does not increase. However, 

because the special basis functions have the assumed far-field behavior incorporated in 

them, the interface between the regular mesh and the infinite elements should not lie 

ill close proximity to the scatterer. The infinite elements cannot model the near-field 

behavior of the fields properly. This translates to an increased mesh size. Another 

disadvantage of the method is that it becomes cumbersome and less accurate for 

inhomogeneous problems involving unbounded regions, such as a half space problem. 

The remaining methods t.o be discussed employ an artificial boundary to truncate 

the mesh. For the purposes of discussion we define the geometry shown in Fig. 1.1. 

The scattering object is bounded by Cs and fills the region ns. The boundary Cb 

at some point exterior to the scatterer divides the problem into an interior region n 

(which includes 0,,) alld illl exterior region no. Boundary conditions must be specified 

at Cb in order to ensure a unique and well-posed solution t.o the governing differential 

equation. III order for a t.runcation method to be attractive, it must couple the 

illterior closed-region nllI1H'rical solut.ion to the exterior region in sllch a way that the 
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Figure 1.1: General scattering problem. 
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physics of the exterior region and hence the proper behavior of the fields at infinity 

are taken into account. For those truncation schemes where this cannot be achieved 

rigorously, it is desirable to minimize the amplitudes of any nonphysical reflections 

caused by the artificial boundary. 

The different truncation methods which have been developed can be grouped into 

two categories, local and nonlocal methods. As the name implies, a local method is one 

which couples a local grouping of nodes together. The field value at a given boundary 

node is related only to the field values of nearby nodes. This is quite attractive from 

a computational standpoint. On the other hand, the development of local conditions 

is normally based on far-field assumptions, a fact which means that these conditions 

cannot be applied in the near vicinity of the scattering object. This results in an 

increased computational area. In nonlocal methods, sometimes alternately referred 

to as global methods, the truncation boundary may be brought close to the scatterer 

surface Cs , but the field value at any boundary node is coupled to the field values 

of all the other nodes on the boundary. We shall begin by presenting several of the 

nonlocal methods. 

1.1.1 Nonlocal Methods 

In the early seventies, the idea of truncation of the interior computational domain 

using a surface integral equation was proposed by two independent groups, Silvester 

and Hsieh [5], and McDonald and Wexler [6]. This method has been employed by a 
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number of researchers [7, S, 9, 10, 11] and has come to be known as the Hybrid Finite 

Elem.ent/Integral Equation (HFEM) formulation. In this method, the fields at each 

node on the truncation boundary are related to the field and the normal derivative of 

the field on the boundary via a surface integral equation involving the exterior region 

Green's function. The Sommerfeld radiation condition is thus ensured. The two 

regions are coupled by using this exterior field expression in the variational equation 

or the finite element matrix equation developed from it. Finally, the interior, closed

region problem is solved. 

There are two main advantages to the HFEM method. First, the mesh can be 

truncated very close to the scatterer, thus, the mesh size of the interior problem is 

red uced. Second, different exterior regions (other than free space) can be accounted 

for by using the appropriate Green's function (here we are assuming that the Green's 

function can be evaluated for the region). However, the main disadvantage of the 

l-I rEM method is that the symmetry and sparsity of the stiffness matrix for the 

interior problem in n are destroyed when the interior is coupled to the exterior 

region no, the bandwidth can increase, and the matrix becomes complex. Not long 

ago, this issue was addressed by Jin and Liepa [12] who proposed a modification to 

the method which involves changing the sequence of matrix substitutions in such a 

way that the main matrix which must be inverted is both sparse and banded. 
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The Unimoment Method proposed by Mei [13] is another example of a nonlocal 

method. This was the first approach in which the interior FEM solution was decou

pled from the exterior solution. In the unimoment method the scattered fields in no 

are represented by a truncated eigenfunction expansion (truncated to N terms) in one 

of the separable coordinate systems for the vector Helmholtz equation. To use the 

expansion on the boundary Cb for the coupling scheme, it is required that the bound

ary be a constant coordinate surface in the separable system. The proper behavior 

of the fields at infinity is ensured because each term in the expansion satisfies the 

radiation condition. Each term in the exterior modal expansion is used as a boundary 

condition for the interior problem. A total of N interior boundary value problems 

are solved (the matrix must only be factored once though) and the interior field is 

given as a. superposition of these solutions. Finally, the interior and exterior fields are 

mat.ched at the boundary and the method of weighted residuals is applied to generate 

a system of equations from which to obtain the unknown expansion coefficients in 

the truncated eigenfunction expansion for the exterior fields. 

The unimornent method has been applied successfully to a variety of radiation 

allel scattering problems ill ullbounded regions involving inhomogeneous 2D and ax

isymmetric 3D dielectrics [14, 15, 16J. The main disadvantage associated with this 

method, though, is the requirement that the boundary Cb conform to a separable 

surface. Spherical (in 3D) 01' cylindrical (in 2D) surfaces are used because the har

monic expallsions can be easily generated, but for the case of flatLened or highly 
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elongated scatterers this results in a large mesh. On the other hand, the computa

tional savings realized by the use of separable nonspherical or noncylindrical surfaces 

to more closely approximate the general shape of the scatterer is offset by the cost 

of generating the associated special functions. 

Other methods that followed such as the Field Feedback Formulation (F3) proposed 

by Morgan and Welch [17] or the Bymoment Method introduced by Cangellaris and 

Lee [1S, 19, 20] addressed this difficulty and allow a conforming boundary Cb. In the 

Bymoment method, for example, the tangential field on Cb is written as an expansion 

over an appropriate set of basis functions. The interior region is solved repeatedly as 

in the unimoment method and is expressed in terms of the unknown coefficients from 

the exterior expansion. The exterior and interior regions are then coupled together 

through an application of Green's theorem. 

The unimoment and bymoment methods are computationally attractive because 

the matrices to be solved in the interior problem are sparse and banded, and, for 

the loss less case, the matrices are real as well. However, there is a disadvantage 

associated wit.h inward-looking methodl; such as these. They suffer from internal 

resonance difficulties because the interior region is modeled as a closed region problem 

[21]. \\Then the interior region is lossless and its dimensions correspond to those 

appropriate for resonance for the Dirichlet or Neumann condition applied on Cb at 

the frequency of interest, there is no unique solution and the finite clement matrix 

becomes singular. The location of these resonances can be difficult to predict for 
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complex geometries. However, the addition of some loss to the interior region is one 

solution to this problem. 

Another example of a global method is the Coupled Finite Boundary Element 

Method (CFBM) proposed by Wu, et al. [22]. This method combines the finite 

element method and the boundary element method (BEM) [23], but in a different 

manner than for HFEM [9, 10]. Again, the idea is to exploit the advantages of 

each method for the appropriate region. The finite element method, which produces 

sparse, symmetric matrices anel is well suited for inhomogeneous, anisotropic regions, 

is used for the interior problem. The boundary element method, which allows the 

radiation condition to be easily incorporated, is used for the exterior. VVe solve the 

total problem by simultaneously solving the interior and exterior regions, rather than 

first solving one region and using this information to solve the other region. In this 

method, Cb conforms to the scatterer and, thus, the computational domain is reduced. 

The same nodes and shape functions are used along the boundary for both methods 

and cont.inuit.y conditions are enforced in order to couple the int.erior a.nd ext.erior. 

The majority of work involving non local methods, including the work cited thus 

far, has involved time-harmonic scattering. One method proposed for time-dependent 

problems which employs a nonlocal truncation condition is the Global Lookbacl~ Trun

cation scheme of Ziolkowski and l'vladsen [24J. Typically though, local conditions are 
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used for grid truncation in the time domain. Local conditions can be used in fre

quency domain simulations as well. We proceed now to a review of some of the local 

grid truncation methods. 

1.1.2 Local Methods 

As discussed earlier, local conditions are advantageous from the standpoint that 

they couple together only local clusters of nodes. In finite element formulations, 

this means that the banded ness and sparsity of the stiffness matrix is preserved. In 

finite difference time domain (FD-TD) calculations, for example, this means that 

nodal field values are updated from their nearest node neighbors' field values at the 

previous time step. Local conditions are also relatively easy to implement into a 

FE/FD code. The one major drawback to most local methods comes from the fact 

that the conditions are developed under far-field assumptions. 

At the truncation boundary, we want the scattered field to satisfy the appropriate 

radiation conditions. Vie also want the amount of reflection introduced by this arti

ficial boundary to be minimal, ill effect, for the scattered waves to appear as if they 

are "absorbed" at the boundary. As such, the local truncation conditions are often 

referred to as radiation or absorbing boundary conditions. For a review of radiation 

boundary conditions the reader is referred to [25J. 

V/hen the finite difference time domain (FD-TD) method was first proposed by 

Yee [26], a simple Dirichlet. condition was used to truncate the mesh. This required 
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that the truncation boundary be located far enough away from the scatterer that re

flections did not corrupt the solution within the simulation time of interest. Dirichlet 

conditions have also been used in frequency domain problems [27]. This approach 

can result in an excessively large mesh. In other early work, Taflove and Brodwin [28] 

investigated the idea of introducing a lossy region at some distance from the scat

terer in such a way that waves would attenuate before reaching the mesh boundary. 

Any waves reflected from the boundary would suffer more attenuation on the return 

path. This procedure again had the effect of requiring unrealistically large meshes 

for problems of interest. Taflove and Brodwin also proposed an averaged space time 

extrapolation method. Kunz and Lee [29], and even earlier, Merewether [30], offered 

a refinement of this idea, proposing extrapolation along the radial direction from the 

scatterer's "center". The drawback of this idea is that, depending on the scattering 

object, it may be very difficult to identify a "center", or, in effect, know the angle of 

incidence of the scattered waves impinging on the mesh boundary. 

The more successful radiation boundary conditions, which we shall discuss now, 

were developed in two "flavors": mode annihilation [31, 32, 33] and one-way wave 

equations [34J. Mode annihilation operators essentially kill terms (or modes) in the 

far-field expansion of the outward travelling waves. Sommerfeld's radiation condition 

[35J can be thought of as the earliest mode annihilating operator, one that kills just 

the first term in the expansion. Bayliss, Gunzburger, and Turkel [33J extended this 
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idea using asymptotic analysis to derive a family of differential operators, referred to 

as BGT operators, which kill an arbitrary number of modes. 

The one-way wave equations were first introduced by Engquist and Majda [34]. A 

one-way wave equation is simply a partial differential equation which permits wave 

propagation only in certain directions. By factoring the wave equation, a one-way 

wave equation can be derived. However, except for the one-dimensional wave equa

tion, the equation obtained contains a pseudodifferential operator which is nonlocal in 

both time anel space. In order to numerically implement the one-way wave equation 

as a local mesh truncation condition, it is necessary to approximate this operator. 

Because of the approximation, the oue-way wave equation will not be perfectly re

f1ectionless. 

Different variations have been proposed by several authors [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 

41, 42]. A two-term Taylor series approximation was used by Mur [36]. The fi

nite difference time domain scheme he developed was used successfully by Taflove 

and Umashankar [43] for problems involving electrically large bodies (several wave

lengths) in which the mesh boundary was located as little as a wavelength away. A 

generalization of the two-term Taylor series approximation was given by Trefethen 

and Halpern [:37]. Higdon [39, 40] and Keys [41] proposed the concept of using a 

product of one-way wave equation operators in order to absorb waves incident on the 

boulldary at variolls angles. \Vhile Liao's method can be thought of as an extension 

of the idea of space time extrapolation [42]. 
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An excellent review of various local methods as applied to finite difference time 

domain simulations is given by Fang [44]. In that work, the super and multi absorbing 

boundary conditions are also introduced. The super absorbing boundary involves 

separate applications of an absorbing boundary condition to both the electric and 

magnetic field components; whereas, the multi absorbing boundary condition applies 

several boundary operators successively in a manner that does not involve higher 

order derivatives. 

Attempts have been made previously to move the grid truncation boundary closer 

to the scattering object. Most notably, the On-Surface Radiation Condition method 

introduced by Kriegsmann, Taflove, and Umashankar, actually applied a radiation 

boundary operator directly on the surface of the scatterer [45]. Results obtained 

using this method have been mixed, however. Tests done by Janaswamy involving 

two-dimensional scattering by homogeneous circular cylinders showed that scattered 

field results were not always accurate for all values of material constants (J.lr, €r) [46]. 

In this work, we investigate a new local method for mesh truncation in the fre

quency domain based on the Measured Equation of Invariance concept recently pro

posed by l'vlei, ct al. [1]. A measured equation of invariance (MEl) is a discrete, linear 

equation which relates the field at a boundary node to the field values at neighboring 

nodes (sonic of which arc also located on the boundary and others which arc located 

iII the interior ilt close proximity to the boundary). For an MEl involving n+ 1 nodes, 

the coefficient.s of the linear relationship are determined using n linearly independent 
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properly chosen solutions of the wave equation. For each boundary node, a different 

MEl is constructed. Given such a condition for each node, a computationally efficient 

and accurate FD jFE grid truncation can be achieved. 

The l'vIEI-based grid truncation method has the advantage of being a local method 

since it couples only the field values of small clusters of nodes near the boundary. 

The truly outstanding feature of this method, though, is that unlike most of the 

earlier local methods, the MEl-based truncation scheme is not based on any far-field 

assumptions. This means that the mesh can be truncated close to the scatterer, thus, 

the computational domain is reduced. 

In [1] the mesh truncation conditions were used in the context of finite differences 

to obtain the numerical solution for time-harmonic scattering by perfectly conducting 

objects in unbounded regions. One of the objectives of the work presented here is to 

extend the method to treat the case of penetrable scattering objects. In addition, we 

implement the MEl-based truncation conditions within a finite element formulation 

[or the first time. To develop the measured equations of invariance (MEls), three 

different approaches are considered. The first is based upon a direct application of 

H uygen 's principle. In the second approach, we make use of equivalent source con

cepts. Finally, we propose a new method which employs a distribution of multipoles, 

referred t.o as multiple multipoles, to generate the MEIs. 
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1.2 Outline 

We begin in Chapter 2 by presenting the MEl concept. We discuss the evolu

tion of this idea and the subsequent development of the associated grid truncation 

method. The terminology introduced by Mei et al. [1] is reviewed and examples are 

presented to illustrate the method. We also discuss the applications investigated to 

date involving perfectly conducting scatterers in unbounded regions. 

The basic procedures behind the finite element method are reviewed in Chap

ter 3. We begin with a statement of the general boundary value problem of interest. 

Next we develop a weak formulation of the original problem and consider a Galerkin 

approximation for the solution. We discuss the construction of the finite element 

stiffness matrix and the forcing vector as well as related concepts such as the choice 

of shape functions, the concept of a master element, and finally, the issue of mesh 

truncation. By means of an example, we describe the method through which the 

MEl-based mesh truncation scheme is introduced into the finite element framework. 

The effects of including the MEls, with regard to the properties of the stiffness ma

trix, in particular, are also discussed. VIle end with a few comments concerning the 

actual program development and software tools utilized. 

The extension of the I\IIEI -based mesh truncation scheme to the case of penetrable 

scat.terers begins ill Chapter 4. Two approaches for constructing the MEl are pre

sented. The first involves a direct application of Huygen's principle. The second uses 

an equivalent. source formula,tioll. Next, we entertain the possibility of developing 
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a truncation condition for the mesh interior to a homogeneous penetrable scatterer. 

Finally, we discuss the special case of circularly-symmetric, two-dimensional scatter

ers. In Chapter 5, the method that we employ for developing MEls using multiple 

multi poles is presented. Results obtained for a variety of scattering objects are pre

sented. Lastly, we compare the three approaches for developing MEl-based truncation 

conditions covered in Chapters 4 and 5 and discuss the relative importance of the 

scatterer's characteristics with regard to each method. 

To this point, our focus has been on time-harmonic electromagnetic scattering 

problems. In Cha.pter 6, however, we shift our attention to the time domain. We 

investigate a mesh truncation scheme based on linearity and superposition. Finally, 

in Chapter 7 we conclude this dissertation with a summary of the work presented, as 

well as suggestions for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The Measured Equation of Invariance 

The Measured Equation of Invariance (MEl) concept recently introduced by 

Mei, et al [1] is used in the development of localized boundary conditions for the 

truncation of finite difference and finite element (FD jFE) grids employed in the 

numerical solution of time-harmonic electromagnetic wave scattering problems. We 

begin this chapter with a discussion of the evolution of the method. Then the details 

involved in using the method are given. Finally, we discuss applications investigated 

in [1], namely, scattering by perfectly conducting bodies. 

2.1 MEl History 

The problem of time-harmonic electromagnetic wave scattering from a two

dimensional perfectly conducting (PEe) object is used to illustrate the MEl concept 

a.nd its application. Let us define a coordinate system in which the axis of the 

scatterer lies along the z-axis. If we assume an excitation which is invariant in z, 

IVlaxwell's equations decouple into two sets: transverse magnetic (T lvI:, ), with an 

axially-directed electric field and a magnetic field which is transverse to z; and trans

verse electric (1'E= ), wit.h an axially-directed magnetic field and an electric field 
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which is transverse to z. In either case, the scattered field ¢;(P ) must satisfy the 

scalar Helmholtz equation 

(2.1 ) 

where ¢; = Ez in the T Mz case and ¢; = Hz in the T Ez case. The wavenumber k 

is related to the angular frequency wand the velocity v of light in the surrounding 

medium as k = w/v. The solution to (2.1) may be found using either the finite 

difference or the finite element method. In both cases, the numerical approximation 

of (2.1) takes the form 
N 

L aj¢;j = 0 (2.2) 
i=1 

where the number of nodes, N, and the values of the coefficients, ai's, are functions of 

the order of the discretization and the grid. Let us define D to be the finite difference 

or finite element approximation to the operator \72 + k2
• Then any two-dimensional 

wave of angular frequency w belongs to the nullspace ND of D (within the accuracy 

of the discretization scheme). The solution to (2.2) does not depend on the direction 

of propagation. 

lVlei [1] considered the possibility of constructing a different operator Ds with 

a nullspace N D" a subspace of N D, consisting of all two-dimensional waves which 

are obtained as scattered waves from a specific target under arbitrary excitation 

conditions. The operator Ds would be defined through the expression 

11+1 

L ai¢;i = 0 (2.3) 
i=1 
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which describes a linear relationship between the node identified as i = 1 and its 

17, nearby node neighbors. For each node, a separate equation would exist. These 

equations would be different than the FD IFE equations, but would give the same 

solutions to the problem of scattering by the specific target under arbitrary excitation 

conditions. Before describing the process in detail, we summarize the terminology 

introduced by Mei. 

2.2 Terminology and Illustrative Examples 

We determine the (Xi coefficients in (2.3) using 17, linearly independent solutions 

of the wave equation. A particular solution cPi used to find the unknown coefficients is 

termed a "measuring function". The equation produced by substituting cPi into (2.3) 

is called a "measure". A minimum of 17, measures are required for an MEl involving 

n + 1 nodes. In [1], several illustrative examples of measured equations are given. 

Since [1] has not yet appeared in the published literature, we repeat two of those 

examples here for the purposes of discussion. The first example involves the use of 

four plane waves as measuring functions. In the finite difference approximation, the 

discrete form of (2.1) is given by 

where central differencing has been used on the uniform grid of Fig. 2.1 with grid 

spacing h. We use four plane waves, one propagating in the +x direction, one in 

the -:I: direction, one in the +y direction, and one in the -y direction, to obtain the 
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Figure 2.1: Uniform finite difference grid. 

four measures: 

0:'1 + 0:'2 e+jkh + 0:'3 + 0:'4 e- jkh + 0:'5 0 

0:'1 + 0:'2 e- jkh + 0:'3 + 0:'4 e+jkh + 0:'5 - 0 
(2.5) 

0:'1 + 0:'2 + 0:'3 e- jkh + 0:'4 + O:'se+jkh 0 

0:'1 + 0:'2 + 0:'3 e+jkh + 0:'4 + O:'se- jkh 0 

One of the coefficients may be set arbitrarily; let us say for convenience that 0:'2 = 1. 

Then from symmetry, we expect Q2 = 0:'3 = 0:'4 = 0:'5. The solution to (2.5) is given 

by 

(2.6) 
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Figure 2.2: Six point mesh. 

which is identical to the finite difference approximation. This is not surprising since 

the above measuring functions are not scatterer specific. 

In another example, Mei et al. produce a directional measured equation by using 

only upward travelling plane waves on the six point mesh shown in Fig. 2.2. The five 

measures can be expressed in terms of the angle of incidence ()j (defined in Fig. 2.2) 

of the five plane waves as 

+ e-jkh sin 0, 
0:1 0:2 

(2.7) 

where OJ = 00
, ±35°, and ±G5°. As before, one of the coefficients is set arbitrarily 

and the system given in (2.7) is solved for the remaiuing five unknowns. Substituting 

these values back into (2.7), we obtain the measured equation of invariance. Fig. 2.3 
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Figure 2.3: Residual of directional mea.sured equation. 

shows a plot of the residual of this equation, I:i;ll ad>;, for plane waves at arbitrary 

angles of incidence (1)i = exp[-jk(xisinOi + Yi cos Oi)]). We see that this MEl is 

indeed directional and, in fact, acts as a rather good radiation boundary condition 

for scattered waves travelling in an upward direction. 

This ex '1,111 pie illustrates the idea behind the development of truncation conditions 

for FD IFE calculations using the MEl concept. Using linearly independent solutions 

of the wave equation, we can construct an MEl which relates the field value at a node 

on the mesh boundary to the field values at neighboring nodes, a fact which allows 

us to trullcate the mesh while ensuring the proper outward travelling behavior of till' 
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waves. Obviously, we want to be able to truncate the mesh as close to the scatterer 

as possible in order to reduce the computational domain. Since the near fields of the 

scatterer are geometry specific, it is necessary to use information about the scatterer 

geometry to develop the MEls. In the last example, this was not the case. Therefore, 

this MEl would probably not work very well as a mesh truncation condition near the 

boundary of the scatterer. 

To produce measuring functions dependent on the scatterer geometry, Mei et 

al. introduce the concept of a "metron". A metron is an assumed surface current 

density .hU: ') on the PEe scatterer surface. The measuring function is evaluated 

using Huygen's principle. For the T JVI:: case 

(2.8) 

where GU;' /1-;' ') is t.he Green's function of (2.1) for the region exterior to the scatterer, 

I.: = 1,2, ... ,17" for a node having 17, neighboring nodes, Cs is the contour of the 

scatterer, integration is with respect to the primed coordinates, and 1-;' denotes the 

position vector for the observation node. It must be stressed that the metrons are 

simply used to generate the measuring functions (2.8) which are substituted into 

(2.3), thus producing the MEl employed as a truncation condition for the mesh. The 

metrons are not a basis; it is not necessary for some linear combination of the mctrons 

t.o approximat.e the actual surface current density on the scattcrer. 
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2.3 Perfectly Conducting Scatterers 

In comparing the new MEl-based mesh truncation conditions to previous meth

ods used, we wish to emphasize the following two main characteristics: (1) the con

ditions are local, meaning that only small groups of neighboring boundary nodes are 

coupled together; (2) since the development of the MEls is not based on any far

field assumptions regarding the scattered field, it is possible to truncate the FD /FE 

mesh very close to the scattering object. In previously used grid truncation methods 

(as discussed in Chapter 1), these two ideas have normally been mutually exclusive. 

Therefore, the new Mei concept for mesh truncation offers a significant improvement 

over earlier methods. 

In order to illustrate the proximity of the truncation boundary Cb to the scatterer 

surface Cs, a typical grid used with MEl-based truncation conditions for the problem 

of scattering by a 5), x L\ rectangular dielectric cylinder (to be discussed in Chapter 5) 

is shown in Fig. 2.4. The boundary ill this case is only four cells from the scattering 

object's surface. 

The .MEI approach for developing truncation boundary conditions has been used 

111 a variety of two-dimensional PEC scattering problems [1]. Results have been 

obtained for plane wave scattering by square and elliptical PEC cylinders. Also, 

plane wave scattering by a concave PEC scatterer with a cavity-like indentation was 

investigated. III this test, the truncation boundary was made to conform to the 
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Figure 2.4: Typical grid used with MEl-based grid truncation conditions. 
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indentation, the purpose being to evaluate the MEl-based truncation condition in 

the near field region. 

Another example demonstrated the utility of changing the Green's function in (2.8) 

in order to change the scattering environment. Instead of the free space Green's func

tion, the Green's function for a parallel plate region was used to obtain a truncation 

boundary condition for the case of a PEC rectangular cylinder between two PEC 

parallel plates excited by a TEM wave. The mesh still conformed just to the scat

terer, not the plates. The plates were introduced by means of the Green's function; 

therefore, the additional computational overhead associated with a larger mesh was 

avoided. 

The next issue to be addressed was whether or not the MEls can be used right on 

the scatterer surface. Mei et al. [1] investigated the use of a "buffer layer" of cells 

between the scattering object's boundary and the truncation boundary of the mesh. 

The results for an elliptical scatterer having a mesh with one finite difference buffer 

(or cell) layer and no buffer layer were compared to method of moments (MOM) 

calculations. Both cases showed excellent agreement with the 1',,101\1r results. It is 

worth noting that although the memory and computational requirements associated 

with additional buffer layers are not typically a problem in two dimensions, the cost 

in thre<~-dimensional simulations can be quite significant. "',Then the buffer zone was 

reduced, it was also necessary to exercise greater care in performing the integration 
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III (2.8). In the case of zero buffer layer, some analytical integration IS necessary 

because the integrand becomes singular. 

Finally, the case of scattering by multiple bodies was investigated by Mei et al. [1]. 

It was shown that it is unacceptable to use disconnected mesh groups. In other words, 

if individual meshes are constructed around each scatterer and the truncation bound

ary condition is developed using metrons over just that scatterer, it implies that the 

induced currents on one body are independent of any other scatterers present which 

is physically incorrect. Therefore, the concept of a mesh "umbilical" was introduced 

in which individual meshes are connected by thin mesh regions. The use of these 

1lmbihcal meshes was compared to the case of a full mesh encompasing all scatterers. 

The example presented was that of two parallel strips above a ground plane. Very 

good agreement with the full mesh results was obtained using the umbilical meshing 

technique. 

An additional observation made by Mei et al. concerns the use of the MEl for 

something other than the development of truncation boundary conditions. The im

portant point to realize is that the MEl is not limited to implementation just along 

the mesh boundary; it can be used anywhere in the mesh to relate the field at one 

node to those at neighboring nodes. An interesting application arises in the im

plementation of a finite difference grid in conjunction with the modeling of irregular 

scattcrers. III finite differellces, a mesh can only conform to a scattering object whose 

hOlllldary lies on constant coordinate surfaces of the orthogonal system being used. 
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Otherwise, the surface is approximated by a "stair-step" which may, in some cases, 

produce unacceptable results [47]. The MEl method provides an alternate approach 

for developing discrete equations in regions where the finite difference grid cannot 

conform easily to the scattering object. 

Mei et al. have used this new boundary truncation method so far only in the 

context of finite difference simulations of electromagnetic wave phenomena. In this 

work, we use the truncation method for the first time in finite element calculations. 

Before describing the inclusion of the MEl in these finite element calculations, we 

first review the basic procedures behind the finite element method. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Finite Element Method 

The finite element method for constructing approximate solutions to a bound

ary value problem consists of the following steps. First, it is necessary to develop 

the weak formulation of the boundary value problem which includes choosing an ap

propriate space H of admissible weighting (or testing) functions. Second, the finite 

element mesh is constructed and polynomial basis functions are defined in a piecewise 

manner element-by-element on the mesh. This defines a finite-dimensional subspace 

of H, which we shall call HN . Third, an approximation of the weak formulation of the 

boundary value problem is made on the finite element subspace HN . This involves 

the calculation of element ma.trices and the generation of the sparse system of linear 

algebraic equations in terms of the values of the approximate solution at nodal points 

Oil the mesh. Finally, the linear system of equations must be solved. 

In this chaptcr, we review these variolls stages of the method. Then, we discuss 

thc implemelltation of the MEl-based local mesh truncation conditions in the finite 

element analysis. 
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3.1 Boundary Value Problem 

We proceed with a description of the method as applied to a two-dimensional 

boundary value problem. 'vVe take the two-dimensional space to be the xy-plane 

of a cartesian coordinate system. Since we assume that the problem geometry and 

the characteristics of the media vary only in the xy-plane, Maxwell's equations in a 

source-free region decouple into two sets, transverse electric (TE), 

oE" jWfLHy (3.1 ) = 
Ox 

oE" -jwfLHx (3.2) 
oy 

-

oHy oHx 
jWf.*Ez (3.3) -----

ox oy 

and transverse magnetic (TM), 

oHz 
-jWf.* Ey (3.4 ) 

Ox 
-

oHz jWf.* Ex (3.5) 
oy 

oEy oEx 
-jwflHz (3.6) ----- -

Ox oy 

where Jl = Il(X,y) and (* = ('(x,y) - j("(x,y) is complex in order to account for 

allY ohmic or dielectric losses in the media. We have also assumecl that the fields are 

time-harmonic and have suppressed the ejwt time dependence. From (3.1 )-(3.6) it is 

easy to derive the governing partial differential equations given by 

\7t' (~\7tEz) +w2 f.*E" 0 
JL 

(TM) (3.7) 

( 1 ) 2 V't' (* V'tHz + W pl1:: 0 (TE) (3.8) 
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where V t = x :x + Y :y' In the statement of the boundary value problem (BVP), 

it is assumed that all functions are smooth enough for the operations to be valid, 

that is, llll' l/e*, Ez, and Hz are at least once-differentiable with respect to x and y. 

From the uniqueness theorem, we know that the solution to the BVP will be uniquely 

defined if For ~~ (where F is the field tangential to the boundary surface) are given 

everywhere on the boundary of the domain O. We assume that appropriate boundary 

conditions are given, but do not specify them explicitly in this general discussion of 

the method. 

3.2 Weak Formulation 

To construct the weak statement of the BVP, we begin by defining the residual 

as 

(TM) 
(3.9) 

(TE) 

This is essentially the error made at various points of the domain 0 when Ez or Hz 

is given by an approximation to the actual solution. Now we require that a weighted 

average of the residual over the domain 0 is zero for all members v( x, y) of a suitable 

class of weight (or test) functions. The weak statement is given as 

k Rv dS = 0 (3.10) 

The integral in (3.1O) actually must be written as a sum of integrals. Each term in the 

sum is an integral over a portion of the entire domain 0, call it Oi, having permeability 
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/1 and permittivity c'" that vary smoothly with position. Any step discontinuity in 

the media characteristics must lie along a boundary Cj. If we assume that the finite 

element mesh has been developed in such a way that /1 or c" are constant over each 

element of the mesh, then the integral in (3.10) can be written as a sum of integrals, 

one for each element. Using the vector identity 

(3.11) 

and applying the divergence theorem over each element in the domain, we obtain the 

following weak form for the T .M:: case: 

(3.12) 

for all admissible test functions v(x,y), where De is the domain and Ce is the bound-

ary of the eth element, Ai is the total number of elements in D, and the subscript 

T indicates the tangential field component as shown in Fig. 3.1. Since no second 

derivatives of Ez appear on the left side of (3.12), the individual element contribu-

Lions may be combined. In addition, across interelement boundaries, in the absence 

of any surface currents, the tangential field is continuous, so the line integrals corre-

sponding to interelement boundaries cancel and the remaining sum of line integrals 

can be rewri t. ten in terms of an integral over the outer domain boundary C. Vve have 

thCIl 

(3.13) 
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Figure 3.1: Element coordinate system. 

Similarly, for the T Ez case, we can show that 

1 [1 2] 11 oH. -\lt11:: . \ltV - W J-l11::v dS = ---;:;-=-vdl 
n E* C C' un 

(3.14) 

In examining (3.13) and (3.14), we note that natural boundary conditions [48] appear 

explicitly in the weak statement through the line integral on the right-hand side, 

while essential (or Dirichlet) boundary conditions must enter the problem through 

the definition of the class of admissible functions. 

We identify (3.13) and (3.14) as the weak form of the given boundary value prob-

lem. If the weak statement is satisfied for all smooth weighting functions v( x, y) and 

if the solution is sufficiently smooth, then it is also a solution to the original BVP. 

The last task concerns the specification of an appropriate class of admissible func-

Lions. If the solution (E:: or 11::) and the test functions (v) are smooth enough to be 

square-integrable and possess square-integrable derivatives over the domain fl, the 
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integrals in (3.13) and (3.14) are well-defined. Therefore, we require that all admis-

sible functions (both the functions used to represent Ez or Hz and the weighting 

functions v) be members of the Sobolev space Hl(n). A function v(x,y) belongs to 

1, [I~~I' + I~;I' + IVI'] dxdy < 00 
(3.15) 

3.3 Galerkin Approximation 

Rather than looking for a solution to (3.13) or (3.14) in the whole space }j1 (0,) 

of admissible functions, we attempt to find an approximate solution in a finite-

dimensional subspace of the space of admissible functions. Let the finite-dimensional 

space have dimension N and let {<Pi(X, V); i = 1, ... , N} be a basis in this subspace 

HJv(n). The approximation we want t.o find can be written as 

N 
EN(x,y) ~EjcPj(x,y) (TM) (3.16) 

j=l 
N 

HN(X, y) = L Hj<pj(x,y) (TE) (3.17) 
j=l 

where the:: subscript has been omitted and Ej or Hj are the unknown coefficients. 

The testing functions are also expanded in terms of the basis as 

N 

'UN(X, y) = ~ 'UjcPj(x, y) (3.18) 
j=l 

For the N-dimensional space we require N testing functions, so a convenient choice is 

to let Vj = 6ij such that v(x, y) = <Pi(X, y), i = 1, ... ,N. The use of testing functions 

which are the same as the expansion or basis functions is known as the Galcl'kin 



approximation. We thus obtain the linear system of equations given by 

where 

is the stiffness matrix and 

(TM) } 
(TE) = Fi, 

i = 1, ... ,N 

{ 
fe ¥;:(/Jidl (TM) 

Fi = fe at~: (/lidl (TE) 

(TM) 

(TE) 
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(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21 ) 

is the load or forcing vector. If a natural boundary condition is given, then the 

forcing vector in (3.19) is known. In the case of an essential boundary condition, the 

definition of admissible test functions would be restricted such that v = 0 on C and, 

therefore, Fi = O. We obtain the unknown coefficients (E/s or H/s) by inverting 

(3.19). 

3.4 Shape Functions 

The finite element method provides a systematic means of constructing the 

basis functions for the Galerkin approximation. Essentially, the basis functions, 

{rPi, 'i = 1, ... ,N}, are defined piecewise over subregions of the domain, called finite 

clements, and are constructed from simple low-order polynomial functions over each 

element [48, 49J. These component parts, called element shape functions, are denotecl 

by 'l/''J where j = 1, ... ,Nt, and Nc is the number of nodes in an element. 
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In this work, we chose to use quadratic basis functions on quadrilateral elements. 

This choice was influenced by the study done in [50] in which it was shown that 

quadratic elements are preferable to linear/bilinear elements with regard to both 

discretization error and round-off error. In fact, higher-degree elements turn out to 

be computationally more efficient for problems of large electrical size. 

A quadratic polynomial in two variables, say (e,"l), can be written 

(3.22) 

Nine constraints are needed to determine the nine unknowns in (3.22). For a two-

dimensional Lagrangian scheme [49] each basis function is found from the product of 

two one-dimensional basis functions. A nine node element is used having one node 

at each corner, one node for each side, and an interior node. Each basis function 

is required to be unity at the node for which it is defined and zero for all other 

nodes. In order to reduce the number of degrees of freedom of our problem, but still 

retain the advantages of a higher-degree element, we decided to use serendipity basis 

functions [49J. In this case, the interior node is eliminated. The eight nodes which 

remain define eight constraints and the quadratic polynomial takes the form of (3.22) 

with the last term eliminated. For the element shown in Fig. 3.2, the element shape 

functions are given by 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 
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Figure 3.2: The master element. 

1 
1j;~ (~, TJ ) - 4(1 +0(1 +TJ)(-l +~+TJ) (3.25) 

1j;,~(C TJ) 
1 

- -(1-0(1 +1])(-1-~+1]) (3.26) 
4 

1j;~(~, 1]) = ~(1 - e)(l -1]) (3.27) 

1jJ~(~, 1}) = 1 2 
2(1 + 0(1 - 1] ) (3.28) 

1 
4';( ~, 17) = 2(1 - e)(l + 1]) (3.29) 

1j;~ ( ~, 'I] ) 
1 2 

(3.30) = 2(1 - 0(1 - 1] ) 
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3.5 Finite Element Formulation 

We describe now the construction of the stiffness matrix and the forcing vector. 

The main idea is that the integral in (3.20) can be calculated as the sum of contri-

butions from each mesh element. We shall outline the procedure for the TM case. If 

we let Ne be the number of nodes in an element (in our case, Ne = 8) and De be the 

domain of the element, we can approximate the solution in De as 

Ne 

Ee(x, y) = L Ej1/J'j(x, y) (3.31 ) 
j=1 

where 1/Jj, j = 1, ... , Ne, are the local element shape functions for De described in 

Section 3.4. The weak statement of the boundary value problem for the element is 

given by 

Ne 

'\' k~·EC: = f~ L IJ J t (i = 1, ... ,N) (3.32) 
j=1 

where 

(3.33) 

is the element stiffness matrix and 

(3.34 ) 

is the element forcing vector. To construct the global stiffness matrix ]( and global 

forcing vector F, we first expand each element matrix in (3.33) to N x N and each 

clement forcing vector ill (:3.34) to N x 1, filling in zeros everywhere except those 

rows and columns which correspond to nodes attached to Dc. Then we sum up the 
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contributions from all the elements as 

M 

](ij = Lk~. 
I) 

(3.35) 
e=l 

M 

Fi Lit (3.36) 
e=l 

where M is the total number of elements in the mesh, N is the total number of nodes, 

and i,j = 1, ... ,N. 

Since the basis functions (Pi and <Pj and their derivatives are nonzero only over 

those elements that contain nodes i or j, the stiffness matrix ]( is sparse. In view 

of the symmetric form of the weak statement (3.20), it is obvious that the matrix is 

also symmetric. 

Finally, by numbering the nodes of the finite element mesh properly, we can also 

obtain a banded matrix. For a symmetric matrix the appropriate measure of the 

matrix's banded ness is its half-bandwidth (HBW) which is defined as the number 

of entries in a row counting from the main diagonal to the last non-zero entry on 

the right. The nodes connected to a given element each have a global node number. 

The maximum difference between these global node numbers determines the I-IBvV 

for that particular element stiffness matrix. The global stiffness matrix is assembled 

from all of the element stifFness matrices and its HBW is the maximum of the all the 

element HBW values. By numbering the nodes of the mesh in such a way that the 

difFerence between the global node numbers attached to anyone element is kept as 

small as possible, we minimize the HBW of the stiffness matrix. 
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All of these properties of the stiffness matrix are exploited to increase the efficiency 

with which the numerical solution of the linear system of equations is found and to 

reduce the storage requirements. 

3.6 The Master Element 

Calculation of the element stiffness matrices and load vectors given in the 

previous section would be tedious if performed directly in the xy-coordinate system. 

Each integral would have a different form since each curvilinear element has different 

coordinates and different dimensions. To overcome this difficulty, the concept of a 

master element is usually introduced [48]. An invertible transformation between the 

arbitrary element ne and the master element n is achieved by a simple coordinate 

mapping of points from n into points in each element. A simple shape is chosen for 

the master element so that calculations can be performed more easily. For example, 

consider the square shape shown earlier in Fig. 3.2 with reference to the master 

element coordinate system (~, 77). 

Before outlining the steps involved in the transformation 

{ : X(~,7]) 

y( ~, 7}) 

(3.37) 
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we discuss some basic concepts and derive certain relationships. Assuming x and y 

are continuously differentiable with respect to ~ and .", we can write 

[ 
dx 1 [ax ax 1 [ d~ 1 [ d~ 1 
dy ;,;, d~ = J d~ (3.38) 

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation in (3.37). A necessary and 

sufficient condition for the system given in (3.38) to be invertible is that the determi-

nant of the Jacobian matrix be nonzero for all (~,.,,) E n. In this case, we can invert 

the system as 

[ d~ 1 = J-
1 

[ dx 1 = I~I [ ~:" ~:~ 1 [ dx 1 
d." dy -~ 8~ dy 

(3.39) 

which defines a map of the element Dc back onto n. Similar to (3.38), we also have 

(3.40) 

Therefore, equating terms in (3.38) and (3.40), we obtain 

a~ 1 ay a~ 1 ax 
-=--, 
a'-I: 111 a." oy -ma.,,' 

aT} 1 ay aT} 1 ax 
(3.41 ) aX -PI oC 

----, 
oy IJI o~ 

The expressions given in (3.41) will be used in the development which follows. 

As discussed in [48], a natural choice for our transformation is to use finite element 

shape functions defined on the master element. Since the coordinates x and yare 

linear functions over each element, we can approximate these functions as 

No No 

x = LXjlj'j(~,"'), Y = LyjJ'j(~, T}) (3.42) 
j=l j=l 
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where (xj, Yj) are the local coordinates of the jth node and Nc is the total number of 

nodes in element ne. We have written J;j to indicate that the shape function is defined 

over the master element D. The mapping in (3.42) is isoparametric since the same 

number of nodes and shape functions on n are used to define the coordinate trans-

formation as are used to define the approximation of the field (3.31), namely, Nc • We 

proceed now to convert all the quantities appearing in (3.33) to the (~, 7]) coordinate 

system. Using (3.42), we may show that the element shape functions become 

(3.43) 

where J;j is a function defined in terms of the coordinates of the master element. 

Derivatives of the shape functions 'lj;j also appear in (3.33). Employing the chain 

rule, we obtain 

(3.44) 

Then differentiating the expressions given in (3.42), we have 

ax = ~ Xk aJ;k(~,ll) 
all k=l all 

ay = ~YkaJ;k(~'17) 
a1] k=l a1] 

(3.45) 

Finally, using (3.41) and (3A5), we obtain the following expressions for the deriva-

tives: 

a'lj;J 
a;r 

a Ill} 
ay 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 
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Having converted the shape functions and their derivatives to the master element 

coordinate system, we can now perform the integration in (3.33). The original integral 

is transformed to the master element coordinates using the relation 

(3.48) 

where g(x, y) is the original integrand of (3.33) and g(~, 1]) is the integrand converted 

using (3.43), (3.46), and (3.47). The integral in (3.48) is actually evaluated using 

Gaussian quadrature as 

Nt 

k,& = Lg(~1,771) 1J(~I,1]I)1 WI + E (3.49) 
1=1 

where (~I' 1]d are the coordinates of the quadrature points, WI are the quadrature 

weights, and E is the quadrature error. 

Finally, let us consider the element forcing vector of (3.34). We shall recall that 

in constructing the global forcing vector, contributions from adjacent elements can-

eel one another, provided that no surface currents exist. Therefore, we only need 

to concern ourselves with the contributions from elements lying along the domain 

boundary C. The portion of the element boundary that lies along C conforms to 

a constant-~ or -1] line in the master element coordinate system so it is easiest to 

perform the integration in this system. Assuming for the moment that the normal 

derivative of the field is known at the nodes on C, we can easily evaluate the integral 

in (3.34) analytically. 
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3.7 Mesh Truncation 

Having completed our review of the finite element method, we are now ready 

to discuss the implementation of MEls as local grid truncation conditions in a finite 

element analysis. The procedure is introduced by means of an example. 

Consider a PEC scatterer in free space with its axis parallel to the z-axis and 

its boundary in the xv-plane described by the contour Cs. Denote the unbounded 

domain exterior to the scatterer as no. For the TlY!z case we have E = zEz(x,y) and 

if = xHx(x, y) + yHy(x, V). We assume time-harmonic fields with ejwt dependence 

where w is the angular frequency. The scattered electric field at an exterior point 

r = xx + yy in no is evaluated using Huygen's principle as 

(3.50) 

where ko = WJPoEo and the normal derivative is taken in the direction pointing 

outwards from no (therefore, into the scatterer). Comparing (3.50) to (2.8), we note 

that H~2) is the zeroth order Hankel function of the second kind and, except for 

a constant, corresponds to the free space Green's function. In addition, fJEz/fJn 

is proportional to the z-directed electric current which is excited on the scattcrer's 

surface. 

Of course, it is impossible to perform the finite element analysis for the infinite 

domain no so we must introduce an artificial boundary to truncate the domain. Let 

us call this finite-sized domain n and the contour enclosing it Cb. We construct an 
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MEl which relates the scattered field E:c at a node on Cb to the fields of its nearest 

n neighboring nodes. Some of these nodes lie on Cb and some are just inside it. The 

linear relationship is written as 

n+l 

LOjEr = 0 (3.51) 
j=l 

Only n of the n + 1 coefficients in (3.51) are independent. We may arbitarily set 

anyone of them; then, the remaining n unknowns are evaluated as follows. Equation 

(3.50) is used to evaluate the scattered field (the so-called "measuring function" in 

the MEl nomenclature) at each of the n + 1 nodes for each of n independent choices 

(metrons) of aEz/an on Cs. This produces a linear system of n equations (measures) 

in n unknowns from which we can solve for the coefficients OJ. A discussion of just 

how these independent values for aEz/ an on Cs are selected is postponed until the 

next chapter. We derive an MEl of the form in (3.51) for each node on Cb• The MEl 

is then applied as a local truncation condition. 

Consider the scattering problem shown in Fig. 3.3 in which the scattered field 

at a boundary node is related to its five nearest neighbors (n = 5). Assume that 

the nodes of the finite element mesh have been numbered carefully in such a way 

as to minimize the bandwidth of the stiffness matrix (3.20) which must. be inverted. 

The specific boundary node identified by the number 13 is surrounded by the five 

nodes numbered 9, 12, 14, 16, and 17. After obtaining the MEl which relates the 

scattered electric field at these six nodes, we then wish to introduce the expression 
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............ 

Figure 3.3: PEe scattering problem. 
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as a truncation condition. The manner in which we do this depends on the finite 

element formulation that we choose. 

Two possible finite element formulations exist: the total field formulation and the 

scattered field formulation. As the name would imply, in the first method, we solve 

for the total field. One advantage of this approach is that at media interfaces the 

tangential component of the total field is continuous and thus the line integrals in 

(3.13) corresponding to adjoining elements at the boundary cancel with one another. 

The scattered field formulation is appropriate for problems dealing with scattering by 

perfectly conducting cylinders. However, when dealing with scattering by penetrable 

(material) targets the scattered field formulation becomes more cumbersome. In the 

scattered field formulation, since the tangential component of the scattered field is 

discontinuous, there will be a contribution to the forcing vector which must be taken 

into account. We shall also see in what follows that, for the total field formulation, 

the incident field enters the problem at the boundary of the mesh and propagates 

numerically through the domain. In a scattered field formulation, the source is dis

tributed throughout the dielectric region. At a particular location in the problem 

domain, the incident field will have propagated there analytically while the scattered 

field will have propagated numerically, characterized by different wavenumbers. This 

can result in artificial phase errors. 
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To implement an MEl-based truncation condition for a total field formulation, we 

first rewrite (3.51) in terms of the total electric field as 

n+l n+1 
L (tiEfO! = L (tiE;nc (3.52) 
;=1 i=1 

where i can be thought of as a node index with respect to the local grouping or 

cluster of nodes, Etot is the total electric field and Efnc is the known incident electric 

field at the ith position. For our particular example, we would have 

(3.53) 

In the finite element assembly process for the global forcing vector, the contribution 

from an element such as 35 cannot be directly evaluated since aEz/ an is unspecified 

on the boundary Cb• To overcome this difficulty, we use the MEls associated with 

nodes 12, 13, and 14, to replace the corresponding rows in both the global stiffness 

matrix and the global forcing vector. In the present example the right-hand side of 

(3.53), which is a known quantity, replaces the 13th entry in the global forcing vector. 

Also, the 13th row in the global stiffness matrix is filled with zeros, except columns 

9, 12, 13, 14, 16 and 17. In each of these positions, the appropriate (t coefficient 

is entered. For example, 0:1 is entered as K(13,9). The procedure is illustrated in 
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(3.54). We repeat this process for each node lying on the boundary Cb. 

Eg 

ElO 

Ell 

E12 

E13 - !I3 (3.54) 

E14 

E 15 

E16 

El7 

In this way, we arrive at a linear system of equations given as 

N 

'" Ie· E· - D. ~ IJ J - £1, i = 1, ... ,N (3.55 ) 
j=l 

where J{ IS the modified global stiffness matrix, F is the modified global forcing 

vector, and the Ej's are the unknown field values at the nodes. 

Let us investigate how the inclusion of the MEls has affected the properties of 

the stiffness matrix, namely, its sparsity, symmetry, and bandwidth. Since an MEl 

represents a local condition, sparsity of the stiffness matrix is preserved. However, 

the symmetry of the matrix is obviously destroyed. The bandwidth of the matrix 

depends 011 tlte value of 11, the larger the number of nodes clustered together through 
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a given MEl, the larger the bandwidth of the matrix. Normally, an MEl couples 

the nodes from only two or three adjacent elements so any increase in bandwidth is 

slight. It is also of interest to note that whereas I< is real for the lossless case, k is 

complex. Therefore, it is apparent that the MEl truncation method should not suffer 

from the resonance problem discussed in Section 1.1.1. The fact that the stiffness 

matrix becomes complex is analogous to the addition of loss to an interior problem 

and to the implementation of the various other local/global truncation conditions 

discussed in the introduction. 

3.8 Program Development 

The mesh generator FASTQ [51] is used to generate the meshes for all the 

numerical experiments performed in this work. The algorithms used by FASTQ op

timize the node numbering to reduce the stiffness matrix bandwidth. In addition, 

they produce well-formed mesh elements in which the condition on the determinant 

of the Jacobian discussed earlier is met, thus ensuring that the master element trans-

formation is valid. 

The code developed consists of two main parts: a preprocessor and a finite element 

solver. The preprocessor is used to convert the mesh from the GENESIS format [52] 

used by FASTQ to a format accepted by the finite element code. It also reads in 

all of the required control parameters from the user. However, it's largest task, 

by far, is to process the boundary condition information. This includes all of the 
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computation associated with the MEl-based local grid truncation conditions. Finally, 

the preprocessor passes all necessary information on to the finite element program. 

The finite element program is constructed from a number of the routines developed 

in [53]. Additional routines developed by the author account for the modifications 

to the standard finite element problem resulting from the use of the new MEl-based 

mesh truncation conditions. 

To solve the linear system of equations in (3.55), standard routines from the LIN

PACK software library [54] are used. We select from the library those routines which 

operate on complex, nonsymmetric, band matrices. Routine CGBFA (or CGBCO, if 

the condition number is desired) performs Gaussian elimination with partial pivot

ing to compute the LV factorization [55J of k. Then the routine CGBSL uses this 

factorization to solve the linear system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Extension of MEl to Penetrable Bodies 

In this chapter, we investigate the use of the MEl as a grid truncation method 

for scattering problems involving penetrable bodies. We first describe the method for 

constructing the MEL Two different approaches are presented. The first approach 

involves a direct application of Huygen's principle. The second approach employs 

equivalent source concepts. Next, we consider the possibility of using the MEl method 

to obtain a truncation condition for the mesh interior to a penetrable scatterer. Fi

nally, we present the special case of circularly-symmetric, two-dimensional scatterers 

and show how the method simplifies considerably. 

4.1 MEl Using Huygen's Principle 

Our general problem consists of a penetrable scatterer in free space with its 

axis parallel to the z-axis and its boundary in the xv-plane described by the contour 

Cs. \\'e denote the unbounded region exterior to the scatterer as Do and the interior 

region as Dj • The interior region is characterized by a magnetic permeability p(x,y) 

and a dielectric permittivity t(x, V), which may be complex if losses are present. For 

the 1'111:: case, we have E = zE::(x, V) and II = xHx(x, V) + yHy(x, V). Assuming 
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time-harmonic fields with eiwt dependence, we can evaluate the scattered electric field 

at a point r = xx + yy in no by applying Huygen's principle. We have 

(4.1 ) 

where ko = WJJ1oEo, G(r, r ') = (-j /4)H~2)(koli - r 'I) is the free space Green's 

function, and the normal derivative is taken in the direction pointing out of no. For 

the T Ez case, a similar expression can be written for H;C(r) in no. 

It is apparent from (4.1) that for penetrable scatterers the implementation of 

an MEl as a local grid truncation condition is the same as for conducting scatterers 

(discussed in Section 3.7) except that now independent pairs of Ez and BEz/Bn on Cs 

are required to produce the measures. The values of Ez and BEz/ Bn for a particular 

pair cannot be chosen independently of one another. From the uniqueness theorem 

we know that the solution inside ni is unique if either Ez or BE::/Bn is specified on 

Cs. If we were to specify Ez and BE,,/Bn on Cs independently of one another, we 

would be overspecifying the interior boundary value problem. Obviously, this would 

be inconsistent. Instead, we specify one of the two quantities, either E:; or BE:;/Bn, 

on the boundary Cs, and then solve the interior problem to find the other quantity. 

The details are as follows. 

To obtain the MEl for a local grid truncation condition involving a cluster of 

'II + 1 nodes, we require 12 independent functions, Ji, i = 1, ... , n. We let BE,,/fJn = Ji 

on Cs and solve the ith interior boundary value problem from which we obtain E:; 

on Cs. By solving n such boundary value problems, we get the n metron pairs of 
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Ez and 8Ez/8n on Cs that we need in (4.1) to generate the measuring functions 

EtC, i = 1, ... , n. From these measuring functions, we then develop the system of 

n linear equations (measures) from which we can solve for the coefficients (l:j in the 

MEL 

4.2 MEl Using Equivalent Source Concepts 

Instead of evaluating the scattered field of our two-dimensional problem using 

Huygen's principle, we use an equivalent source representation given by 

( 4.2) 

where GU;',i ') = (-j/4)H62
) (kolr-;' - i'l) is again the free space Green's function 

and J e represents an equivalent electric current. More specifically, Je is postulated 

to be an electric current distribution on Cs , which when radiating in a homogeneous 

media having constitutive parameters identical to those of the unbounded exterior 

region (Po, to), produces the correct scattered field in the exterior region. This is 

the same approach presented by Harrington in the electric C1l7Tent Jor'mutation used 

for the development of boundary integral equations [56]. In our development, we 

are not interested in actually formulating an integral equation and solving for the 

values of the equivalent currents. \Ve simply employ this form in order to generate 

Lhe n measuring functions. Once again, we require n independent functions, Ji' i = 

1, ... ,n. \Ve let Je = Ji and solve for the n measuring functions Et, i = 1, ... , n. 

From these measuring functions we develop the system of n measures from which we 
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can determine the coefficients of the MEL For the T Ez case, an expression similar to 

(4.2) can be written for H:c(r) in terms of an equivalent magnetic current Me. 

In terms of computational savings, the equivalent source formulation is obviously 

preferable because we do not have to solve the interior problem repeatedly for the 

independent pairs of (Ez, aa~z) as in the Huygen's formulation. If the equivalent source 

formulation performs well, it will mean that the actual composition of the scatterer 

does not influence the MEls. Only the shape of the scattering object is relevant. 

We postpone until the next chapter a numerical study of the two approaches just 

presented for generating MEl-based grid truncation conditions. At that time, we 

shall introduce a third approach which, unlike these first two, does not involve any 

integration over the surface of the scatterer. First, though, we want to consider 

Huygen's principle as applied the case of an interior boundary and, in addition, for 

the special case of circular symmetry. 

4.3 Interior Truncation Boundary 

There are a number of scattering problems of practical interest in which any 

material inhomogeneity which exists in the scatterer is localized to a region near the 

boundary. This means that a large part of the scatterer's interior is homogeneous. An 

important question arises with regard to this type of scatterer, namely, is it possible 

to develop a local grid truncation condition interim' to the scatterer? In effect, a 
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portion of the homogeneous interior region would be deleted from the finite element 

problem. 

Let us call this interior homogeneous region !h and its boundary C,.. The total 

electric field inside nIl is given by Huygen's principle as 

(4.3) 

where the norma.l derivative is taken in the nIl direction which points out of the 

homogeneous region n,., G,,(i, i ') = (-j /4)Hd2)(k/i - i 'I), and k = wVJif.. We 

can use (4.3) for the construction of an MEl inside nit in the same manner as we 

used (4.1) to construct an MEl for the exterior. In fact, the independent pairs of Ez 

and 8Ez /8n required for the construction of the interior MEl can be taken directly 

from the solutions to the n boundary value problems that we solved to construct the 

exterior MEL 

The advantage of using interior MEIs for local grid truncation conditions is ap-

parent. Significant computational savings can result from the reduced finite element 

problem size. At the end of the next section, we shall investigate whether or not 

these interior truncation conditions produce accurate results; but first, we wish to 

discuss the special case of circular symmetry. 

4.4 Special Case: Circular Symmetry 

In this section, we consider the special case of circularly symmetric scatterers 

sllch as the one shown in Fig. 4.1. A polar coordinate system (p,O) is lIsed where 
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y 

x 

Figure 4.1: Cylinder with circular symmetry. 

p = a defines the scatterer boundary Cs. For an MEl involving n+ 1 nodes we need 

n independent met ron pairs (l/J, ~~) on the scatterer boundary Cs. Here l/J represents 

the appropriate total field quantity (Ez for T Mz or Hz for TE). A natural choice for 

an independent set begins with 

~t" = 
n1, = 1, .. . ,n ( 4.4) 

Since ol/J/op is now specified on the boundary, the solution inside the cylinder becomes 

l/J(p,O) = A",(p)ejmO
, m= l, ... ,n (4.5) 

and on the cylinder 

m = 1, ... ,n (4.6) 
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Using the addition theorem [56], we can write the free space Green's function and its 

derivative as 
00 

G(p, all, 0' ) = L Ji(ko/ )H?)(kop)eii(O-Ol) (4.7) 
i=-oo 

aG = _ aG = _ ~ k J'(k ' )H(2)(k ) il(O-O') an' a ' L..., a i op i op e 
p i=-oo 

(4.8) 

where p > a. Substituting (4.4)-(4.8) into (4.1), we can show that 

The quantity in brackets is a constant term which is not a function of p or 0 and, 

therefore, does not affect the calculation of the MEl coefficients. We see then that 

for scatterers having circular symmetry, it is possible to simply use the cylindrical 

multi poles H~) (kop )eimO , m = 1, ... , n as our measuring functions when evaluating 

the MEl coefficients. It is not necessary to perform the integration in (4.1). 

Next we introduce an interior boundary Ch to the scatterer as shown in Fig. 4.2. 

In this case, the Green's function and its derivative are given by 

00 

G(p, all, 0' ) = L H?)(kp' )Je(l;;p)ei1(O-Ol) ( 4.10) 
l=-oo 

aG = aG = ~ kH(2)'(kp' )H(2)(kp)eiC(O-Ol ) 
a~ al £~ e i 

(4.11) 

where p < a. Substituting (4.4), (4.6), (4.10), and (4.11) into (4.3), we can show 

that 

( 4.12) 

Once again, the quantity in brackets is a constant term which does not affect the 

calculation of the MEl coefficients. Therefore, the cylindrical multipoles Jm (kp )e jmO , 
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Cs 

Figure 4.2: Interior boundary introduced to circular cylinder. 
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m = 1, ... , n can be used as the measuring functions to construct the MEl for the 

interior boundary. 

4.5 Examples 

The first example we present is that of a circular dielectric cylinder in free 

space (/-lo, coo) having radius a and permittivity COr = 4. The cylinder, described by 

the surface p = a, is excited by a plane wave travelling in the positive x direction, 

e-jkox • Both an exterior and interior truncation condition are employed. The circular, 

ring-shaped, polar mesh is shown in Fig. 4.3. The mesh extends four cells away on 

either side of the dielectric interface. Since this problem is circularly symmetric, 

we use cylindrical multipoles for the measuring functions. Eight node elements are 

used and at the mesh boundaries the nodes are grouped into clusters of six as before. 

Therefore, five multi poles are required for the MEL For the exterior MEl we use 

H~2)(kop) 

Hi 2 )(ko p) sin 0 

Hi 2)(ko p) cos 0 

HJ2)(kop) sin 20 

HJ2) (kop) cos 20 

( 4.13) 
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Figure 4.3: Mesh used for problem of plane wave scattering from a dielectric circular 
cylinder. 



and for the interior MEl we use 

Jo( kp) 

J1(kp) sin 0 

J1(kp) cos 0 

J2 (kp)sin20 

J2(kp) cos 20 
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( 4.14) 

Two different size cylinders are considered. Fig. 4.4 shows the results for ka = 2. 

The results of the finite element analysis using the ring mesh with local MEl-based 

mesh truncation conditions both inside and outside are compared to the correspond

ing series solutions for both polarizations. For the T Mz case, the magnitude of Ez 

on the cylinder surface (p = a) is plotted as a function of o. For the T Ez case, the 

magnitude of Hz(p = a,O) is shown for both the finite element and series solutions. 

There is excellent agreement in both cases. 

A larger cylinder is examined next. The T Ez polarization case for ka = 5 is shown 

in Fig. 4.5. Two different finite clement problems are solved. In the first, a full mesh 

enclosing the entire cylinder and extending four cells beyond the cylinder surface 

is used. In the other, a ring mesh similar to that of the last example is used. As 

before it extends four cells from the cylinder surface in both the interior and exterior 

directions. Excellent agreement is observed between the full mesh case and the series 

solution. However, a comparison of the ring mesh case with the series solution is 

not a.s favorable. The introduction of the interior truncation condition degrades the 

accuracy of the solution in the larger size cylinder. To understand why the .MEI-based 
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truncation condition is more successful in the exterior region than in the interior we 

need to consider the behavior of the waves in each region. In the interior of the 

cylinder there are standing waves as opposed to the exterior where the scattered field 

consists of outgoing waves. As the cylinder size increases, the standing wave pattern 

exhibits more oscillations and is more sensitive to phase errors introduced by the 

MEl approximation. As we might expect, the disagreement is largest in the forward 

(0 = 0°) and back-scattered (0 = 180°) directions because this is the direction in 

which the standing waves are most strongly developed. For the T Mz case shown in 

Fig. 4.6, the disagreement is even worse. 

In our second example, we investigate plane wave scattering, e-jkox , from a thin 

dielectric circular cylindrical shell. The dielectric is characterized by Er = 4 and both 

inside and outside the shell is free space (J.lo, Eo). The inner radius of the shell is 0.25Ao 

and the outer radius is 0.30Ao where Ao is the free space wavelength. Once again, a 

circular, ring-shaped, polar mesh is used with an interior MEl and an exterior MEl 

employed to truncate the mesh. The mesh extends four cells beyond the outer shell 

surface and four cells inside the inner shell surface. Because of the circular symmetry, 

we again employ cylindrical multipoles as our measuring functions. Both MEls are 

based on a six node cluster so n = 5. The scattering pattern for the T Ez case is 

plotted in Fig. 4.7. The quantity which we plot is the echo width normalized to the 

wavelength given by 

(4.15) 
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The results compare extremely well to the result by Richmond [57] and to the series 

solution which is also given in [57]. 

The final example is that of a dielectric-coated PEC circular cylinder in free space 

excited by a plane wave e-jko:L". The PEe cylinder has a radius of 1.0>'0 and the 

dielectric coating, characterized by tr = 2, extends to 1.5>'0' We employ a circular, 

ring-shaped, polar mesh extending from the surface of the conductor to four cells 

beyond the dielectric/free space interface. Five cylindrical multi poles are used to 

derive each fvIEI for the exterior mesh truncation condition, each involving a cluster 

of six nodes. Again we plot the normalized echo width as a function of the angle O. 

I30th T .111:; and T E:; polarizations are shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 as compared with 

the results of Arvas and Sarkar [58]. The agreement is excellent. 
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Although the cylindrical scattering shapes considered above are rather basic and 

have series solutions, these examples have allowed us to easily investigate the feasibil-

ity of using interior MEl-based grid truncation conditions. We have seen that as the 

size of the scatterer increases, the phase error introduced by the approximate nature 

of the MEl can seriously affect the accuracy of our results. In contrast to the effect 

on the interior standing waves, the grid truncation condition works very well in the 

exterior region where scattered waves propagate outwards, even for moderately large 

scatterers with multiple interfaces such as the coated cylinder. 

In addition, the MEl-based grid truncation condition using multi poles as measur-

ing functions is very useful for solving problems with circular symmetry, but strong 
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radial inhomogeneity. Even certain scattering problems which do have series solu

tions can be very difficult to solve, such as a conducting cylinder coated with many 

dielectric layers. 
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CHAPTERS 

Multiple Multipoles as Measuring Functions for MEl 

In the previous chapter, two different methods of obtaining measuring functions 

were discussed. The first was based on a direct application of Huygen's principle 

while the second was developed from equivalent source concepts. We now present a 

third, quite different approach, which does not involve integration along the scatter

ing object's perimeter. The method which we propose herein arose from the ideas 

discussed in Chapter 4 regarding scattering by circularly symmetric bodies. In that 

development, it was shown that cylindrical multipoles could be used as our measur

ing functions in evaluating the MEl coefficients for the mesh truncation conditions. 

This led us to consider the use of multi poles in the general case of scatterers which 

are not circularly symmetric. In particular, we investigate the possibility of using 

distributions of multipoles, which we refer to as multiple multipoles (MMP), for our 

measuring functions. 

This idea is related to the fl.;[uitiplc Multipole (MMP) method proposed by Hafner 

[59] also known as the Genemlized !l1ultipole Technique (GMT) [60]. In this chapter, 

we begin with a brief discussion of some of the concepts related to the MMP /GMT 

method, those that have particular relevance to our present application. vVe then 
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present numerical results for a variety of scattering problems in the frequency domain. 

The results are obtained using the finite element method. We apply mesh truncation 

conditions developed with each of the three different approaches: Huygen's principle 

(HP), equivalent source (EQ) concepts, and multiple multipole (MMP) expansions. 

Even though our focus will be on penetrable scatterers, some additional results for the 

case of scattering by a perfectly conducting (PEC) rectangular cylinder are presented 

as well. These results are included primarily to test the MMP approach for developing 

MEl-based grid truncation conditions. For PEC scatterers, the HP approach for 

obtaining these conditions has been investigated by Mei et al. with finite difference 

solutions. 

5.1 Generalized Multipole Technique 

5.1.1 History 

At the turn of the century, Mie solved the problem of guided electromagnetic 

waves by two parallel circular cylinders using a multipole expansion [61]. A separate 

polar coordinate system was defined for each cylinder having its origin at the center of 

the cylinder. Then using separation of variables, Mie obtained a multipole expansion 

for each cylinder. In order to satisfy the boundary conditions, coordinate transfor

mations were applied. In subsequent years, the multi pole expansion technique has 

been used by other researchers to solve various problems involving circular cylindrical 

geometries. 
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With the advent of the computer, numerical methods were developed based on 

earlier analytic methods, such as the multipole expansion technique. In the semi

analytic approach, the fields are written as before in terms of a multi pole expansion 

which satisfies the field equations, but the unknown series coefficients are found by 

satisfying the boundary conditions numerically. Circular Harmonic Analysis which 

involves a multipole expansion used in conjunction with the point-matching technique 

for satisfying the boundary conditions was applied with some success, for example, 

to the analysis of rectangular dielectric waveguides [62]. 

The full power of the semianalytic approach was not entirely realized, however, 

until the introduction of dis17'ibutions of multipoles, referred to as multiple multipoles. 

The development of this important idea along with the generalization of the point 

mat.ching technique is usually associated with Hafner and his colleagues [59]. We 

proceed now to discuss concepts involved in their method which may be relevant to 

our application of multipole distributions as measuring functions. In particular, we 

discuss their guidelines for positioning the multipoles with respect to one another 

and with respect to the boundary of the problem domain. 

5.1.2 General Guidelines for Multipole Distribution 

Let. us consider an unbounded homogeneous domain D with Lh "holes" (DI) 

as shown in Fig. 5.1. For t.he two-dimensional Helmholtz equation 

(5.1 ) 
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Figure 5.1: MMP problem domain. 
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/ 

we can write the solution in domain D in terms of an MMP expansion [59] as 

L Nt 

U = L L [AlIefI~2)(kre) cos(ncpe) + BlIlH~2)(kre) sin(ncpe)] (5.2) 
t=1 11=0 

where (re, <Pt) is the polar coordinate system of the £th multipole. In order for the 

expansion to be valid, at least one multipole must exist inside each hole, therefore, 

we require that L 2: Lh • 

Several geometric rules have been established for the placement of the multi poles. 

First, it is necessary that the origin of every multi pole Ot be outside the domain D 

since the field value is singular at the origin. Second, we need to contend with the 
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possibility of numerical dependencies in the expansion if the multipoles are positioned 

too close to one another with respect to their distance from the boundary. To this 

end, let us divide the boundary of the domain D into L parts Ce. We associate a 

multipole with each one of these parts. A straight portion of the boundary sweeps 

out the angle 'Pe from Oe as shown in Fig. 5.2. If we consider a straight section of 

the boundary divided into parts, it is easy to see that the smaller the value of 'Pe, the 

more closely spaced will be the multi poles. On the other hand, if a large value of 'Pe 

is chosen, high orders are required for the multi poles to achieve the desired accuracy 

in approximating the solution at the boundary. Therefore, a trade-off is involved in 

the selection of 'Pe. 

To determine an appropriate value for 'Pe, we begin by defining the domain of 

greatest influence of a multi pole as being a circle with radius Re centered at Oe 
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which intersects the boundary in such a way as to just include Ce. In order to avoid 

unacceptable numerical dependencies, it is required that no multipole be located 

inside another multi pole's domain of greatest influence. Otherwise, the field of this 

multipole can be approximated by an expansion about the origin of the other. As 

shown in Fig. 5.3, this implies that the minimum value for 'Pe is 60°. However, 

there are two reasons why it is not advisable to use this minimum value for every 

multipole. First, in the case of a curved boundary, it is possible that a portion of the 

boundary would not be mapped to one of the multipoles as described above. Second, 

it is desirable that the minimum distance of the multi pole from the boundary de be 

adjustable as we move along the boundary. For example, in regions where the field 

is varying more rapidly, we would want to place multipoles closer to the boundary. 

Hafner suggests the value 'PI. = 90° in order to allow adequate flexibility in positioning. 

The domain of greatest influence is thus defined as the region within Re = ..j2de. 

As a final guideline, it is suggested that the multipoles be placed no further than 

a wavelength from the boundary, that is, de :s; ,\. Otherwise, for electrically large 

distances, the Hankel functions become highly oscillatory and the various orders of a 

given multipole become less distinguishable. 

As stated previously, the MMP jGMT method consists of writing a solution to the 

Helmholtz equation in terms of a multiple multi pole expansion and then numerically 

solving for the coefficients in the expansion from a set of equations obtained from the 
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Figure 5.3: Minimum angle. 

enforcement of the boundary conditions by generalized point matching. The place

ment guidelines described above address the problem of numerical dependencies in 

the MMP expansion; without them, ill-conditioned systems of equations may result. 

We shall be using the multiple multipoles in a rather different context, applying them 

as measuring functions in the development of MEl-based grid truncation conditions. 

However, the issue of numerical dependency still exists as we shall explain in the 

following section. We proceed now to describe our third approach for evaluation of 

the MEL 
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5.2 Multiple Multipoles as Measuring Functions 

In order to produce an MEl which establishes a linear relationship between 

the field value of a boundary node and the field values of n nearby node neighbors, 

we require at least n different measuring functions. These measuring functions must 

be linearly independent solutions of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation. In 

what we call our MMP approach, multipoles are used as the measuring functions. 

For example, a first choice of measuring function might be H~2)(kR) where R = 

Ip - pi I. Here the primed coordinates specify the position of the multi pole and the 

unprimed coordinates specify the node position on or near the boundary. Evaluating 

the measuring function at each position in the local cluster of boundary nodes and 

substituting these values into (2.3)' we would obtain one of the measures required. 

Other choices for the measuring functions are H,\2) (kR) cos (n-y) and H~2)(kR) sin(n,), 

where n is an integer and (R,,) refers to the local coordinate system of the multi pole 

as defined in Fig. 5.4. In addition, the position of the multi pole (pi, 0' ) can be varied. 

As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, it is desirable that the mesh truncation condition 

be applied close to the scatterer in order to reduce the overall mesh size. Since the 

near fields of the scatterer are necessarily geometry specific, it is logical to attempt to 

develop MEls which are geometry specific as well, if we hope to accurately model the 

fields at the boundary. This suggests the idea of distributing the multipoles (varying 
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their positions) in some fashion such as to describe the geometry of the scattering 

object. 

The manner in which the multipoles are distributed requires careful consideration. 

Once again, we are faced with the possibility of numerical dependencies. If the same 

order of multi pole is used at two different positions to generate two different measures 

for a particular MEl, and the separation distance between these positions is small 

relative to their distance from the boundary, then it is possible that the measures will 

be very close. This would produce an ill-conditioned final system of equations (set 

of measures) from which to solve for the coefficients of the MEL In order to avoid 

this situation, we use the placement guidelines suggested by Hafner as a starting 

point. The exact placement of the multipoles, and the order used, are described in 

the specific numerical examples which follow. 

5.3 Numerical Results for Scattering by Penetrable Bodies 

In this section, we consider plane wave scattering by various two-dimensional 

penetrable scatterers. We present finite element solutions in which the FE mesh 

is truncated with the MEl-based conditions at each boundary node. These MEl 

relationships are derived using each of three approaches: Huygen's principle (HP), 

equivalent source (EQ) concepts, and multiple multipoles (MMP). 
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5.3.1 Square Dielectric Cylinder 

The first example is that of a square dielectric cylinder (Fig. 5.5) having char

acteristic dimension a = L\ where). is the wavelength in the dielectric. The plane 

wave is incident on the cylinder at an angle of OJ. The T Ez polarization case is shown 

in Fig. 5.5. For our finite element problem we employ a uniform cartesian grid with 

cell size 6.h = O.L\ and eight node elements, a situation which translates to a density 

of 20 nodes per wavelength. We examine the field on the boundary of the cylinder Cs • 

The field is plotted as a function of s, defined to be the distance along the perimeter 

of the cylinder normalized such that the total perimeter corresponds to a distance of 

S = 1. 

Since an analytic solution to this problem is unavailable, we compare our results 

to those obtained using the by moment method [18]. The bymoment method results 

presented herein are unpublished and were obtained by personal communication [63]. 

"We first consider a dielectric cylinder with a relative permittivity of fr = 4 excited 

by a T A-1z polarized plane wave incident at OJ = 0°. Each mesh truncation condition 

employed is based on an MEl relating a specific boundary node B to five of its nearby 

node neighbors as shown in Fig. 5.6. Therefore, at least five independent functions 

ii, i = 1, ... ,5 are required to evaluate the measuring functions. In the HP and EQ 

approaches we use 1, cos21l's, sin21l's, cos41l's, and sin41l's. The mesh is truncated 

four cells from the cylinder surface. 
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Figure 5.6: Boundary node and five of its nearby node neighbors. 

Results obtained using the HP approach as compared to the bymoment method 

are shown in Fig. 5.7. The magnitude and phase of the total field on the surface of 

the cylinder are plotted from the forward-scattered direction (e = 00
, or s = 0) to 

the back-scattered direction (0 = 1800
, or s = 0.5). The agreement is excellent. As 

a measure of this agreement, we consider the relative RMS error defined as 

(5.3) 

where FR is the reference field value and F is the calculated field value. Because 

of the by moment method's previous success, we consider it to be the established 

method. We use the results obtained with the bymoment method as our reference 

with which to compare the field values calculated using the MEl-based truncation 
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scheme. Comparing the results from the HP approach to the results using the bymo

ment method, we find that Erms = 1.5%. Fig. 5.S shows the results obtained with 

the EQ approach. Again, the comparison is extremely good with Erms = 4.2%. 

We now consider the third approach for obtaining the MEls in which multiple 

multipoles are used for the measuring functions. The placement of the multipoles 

is shown in Fig. 5.9. In keeping with the general guidelines discussed earlier, the 

multipoles are positioned at the surface of the cylinder and separated by a distance 

of five cells. We require five measures, and therefore, at least five measuring functions, 

to solve for the five unknowns in the MEL We obtain different measuring functions 

by varying either the order or the position of the multi pole. Two factors should 

be considered. First, it is desirable to use lower order multipoles because they are 

easier to evaluate. Second, some distribution of multipoles (variation in position) 

is probably necessary in order to ensure that the MEl is geometry specific. The 

procedure that we use is as follows. Let us assume the exterior medium is free space. 

Given a node on the mesh boundary, we elect to use in this case the five lowest order 

multipoles 

H~2)(koR), 

H12)(koR) cos(-y), 

H~2)(koR) sin(-y), 

HJ2)(koR) cos(2')'), 

HJ2)(koR) sin(2')') 

( 5.4) 
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at the three positions closest to this boundary node. We indicate this choice using the 

variable nb = 5 for the number of multi poles and the variable e = 3 for the number 

of positions. For example, Fig. 5.9 shows the multipole positions (circled) used for 

the boundary node P. 

This choice of measuring functions results in an over-specified system of fifteen 

measures in five unknowns which we solve using standard routines for singular value 

decomposition, namely, routines CSVDC from the LINPACK software library [54] 

and a version of routine SVBKSB from the popular Numerical Recipes handbook 
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[64] which we have modified for complex matrices. Fig. 5.10 shows the field along the 

surface obtained using this MMP approach as compared to the bymoment method 

results. The agreement is excellent with Erms = 3.9%. 

Additional results for the 1>. x 1>. dielectric cylinder excited by a T Ez polarized 

plane wave are shown in Fig. 5.11. Once again, the agreement is excellent for all 

three appoaches. We find E~:; = 1.4%, E!:1s = 4.4%, and E~AfP = 3.6%, for the 

HP, EQ, and MMP approaches, respectively. 

Next we consider a cylinder of the same electrical size 1>. X I), , but with a relative 

permittivityof Cr = 9. In this case, the wavelength in the dielectric becomes>. = >'0/3. 

The cell size is again chosen as ~h = 0.1>. to ensure twenty nodes per wavelength. 

For the HP approach we truncate the mesh four cells beyond the scatterer's boundary 

as before. However, for the EQand MMP approaches we must maintain the same 

physical distance between the scatterer's surface and the mesh boundary if we hope 

to achieve the same degree of accuracy as for the case just considered of Cr = 4. 

To understand why this is so, recall that the MEl method as originally proposed 

using Huygen's principle permits mesh truncation very close to the scatterer, a few 

elements from the surface. This is possible because the composition of the scatterer 

is taken into account. In contrast, the material properties of the scattering object do 

not enter into the EQ or MMP formulations. They depend only on the characteristics 

of the exterior medium, which we have assumed in this discussion to be that of free 

space. The integration in (4.2) involves the free space Green's function, and thus, 
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the wavenumber ko, but not k. Likewise, as seen in (5.4), the multipoles depend on 

the wavenumber of the exterior only. Therefore, the distance between the scatterer 

and the mesh boundary does not change as the permittivity of the cylinder increases. 

Instead, this distance is a function of the characteristics of the exterior region and, 

as we are about to discuss, a function of the scatterer's size and shape as well. 

Since the distance to the boundary is fixed with respect to the exterior wavelength, 

as the permittivity increases, it must increase in terms of number of cells. In the 

specific problem being considered, the wavelength >., and thus the cell size, have 

decreased by a factor of 2/3 as the dielectric's permittivity increased to Cr = 9. 

Therefore, in order to maintain the same distance to the mesh boundary, we must 

increase the number of cells in this direction by the inverse of this factor (4 cells x ~ = 

6 cells). Obviously, it is assumed here that it is desirable to maintain the uniformity 

of the finite element grid. Thus, the choice of 0.1>' for the cell size in accordance with 

the smallest wavelength in the computational domain is maintained over the entire 

grid. 

We have stated that for a given scatterer size and shape, the distance to the 

boundary remains constant regardless of the object's composition in the EQ and 

MMP approaches. Let us consider what would happen if this were not the case. 

For example, let us assume that the distance d varied with the wavelength>' of the 

dielectric, perhaps, d = 0.4>. as in our test problem. Then, as discussed in an earlier 

section of this chapter, that would imply that the positioning of the multi poles in 
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the MMP approach would also change with A. In the extreme cases, this could make 

evaluation of the MEIs very difficult. Recall the general form of the multi poles, 

H~2)(koR){cos(f),sin(f)}. If A » Ao, then the Hankel function is highly oscillatory 

and it becomes difficult to distinguish between the different measuring functions. On 

the other hand, if A < < Ao, it is also difficult to distinguish the different measuring 

functions because we are approaching the singularity of the Hankel function. It is 

apparent that the positioning of the multipoles should not depend on the dielectric's 

material properties. Instead, they should be placed in accordance with the scatterer's 

size and shape relative to the wavelength of the exterior region. 

The distinction between the different approaches for developing MEIs is now clear. 

For the originally proposed HP approach, it is possible to bring the mesh boundary 

to within just a few cells of the scattering surface, a method that reduces the overall 

mesh dimensions. However, there are higher computational costs associated with 

the repeated solution of the interior problem. Even though it is only necessary to 

decompose the finite element stiffness matrix once for the interior solutions, the back

substitution must be repeated for each Neumann boundary condition. In the other 

two approaches, the distance to the mesh boundary is fixed by the size and shape 

of the scatterer relative to Ao. Depending on the characteristics of the scattering 

medium, this may translate into more than just a few cells, which means a larger 

computational domain. An alternative would be to use a coarser grid exterior to the 

penetrable scatterer with cell size scaled up by Fr. This way the nodal density per 
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wavelength is maintained and the increase in the number of unknowns is avoided. 

Of course, the grid generation becomes more involved. However, as discussed earlier, 

one of the positioning guidelines limits the distance to the mesh boundary to around 

a wavelength AD. In addition to eliminating the need for repeated solutions of the 

interior, the MMP approach for deriving MEIs may also be more appropriate for 

solving large body problems. In that case, the spacing between nodes in the boundary 

cluster is quite small relative to the dimensions of the scatterer. Therefore, high 

accuracy is needed in evaluating the measuring functions at each node in the cluster. 

The integration in this case though becomes difficult to perform accurately because of 

the large number of oscillations of the fields over the scattering body. To summarize, 

there is a trade-off involved in selecting the approach for developing the MEIs. The 

advantages and disadvantages of each approach as discussed above must be considered 

for the given problem. 

We return now to scattering by the square dielectric cylinder of permittivity lOr = 9. 

Results using all three methods for aT Mz incident plane wave are shown in Fig. 5.12. 

The agreement is extremely good with EHP = 31% EEQ = 1 2% and E MMP = rms • 'rms ., rms 

4.0%. In all cases, the phase error is less than 4°. Here, phase error is defined to be 

(5.5) 

where OR is the 1'ejerence phase. In terms of the pe1'centage relative magnitude error, 

defined as 

IFni - IFI x 100%, 
IFni 

(5.6) 
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Figure 5.12: Total field along perimeter of square dielectric cylinder (€r = 9) excited 
by TM polarized plane wave incident at OJ = 0°. 
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the error is approximately 3% at s = 0.27. The T Ez incidence case for the €r = 9 

square cylinder is shown in Fig. 5.13. Again, we observe extremely good agreement 

between the by moment method and the MEl-based truncation methods: E~':: = 

2.7%, E;;~ = 2.0%, and E:f:/P = 3.4%. 

Next we consider the same square dielectric cylinder with €r = 4 again, but we 

change the angle of incidence to Oi = 45°. The purpose of this experiment is to test 

the premise put forth in Chapter 2 that the MEl should be excitation independent. 

Results for both polarizations are shown in Figs. 5.14 and 5.15. MEl-based grid 

truncation conditions obtained using the MMP approach as outlined above were used 

to generate these finite element solutions. We observe excellent agreement in both 

cases, supporting the proposition that the MEls are indeed excitation independent. 

To see just how well the MEl-based truncation conditions work for scattered waves 

incident on the boundary at all different angles, we perform the following experiment. 

We place a line source inside the mesh used for the 1..\ x 1,,\ cylinder problem. Cf 

course, the fields produced by the line source can be written as a sum of plane waves 

travelling in all directions. The mesh is truncated using MEl conditions which have 

been evaluated for the 1A x 1,,\ cylinder with €r = 1. Each of the three approaches is 

used, in turn, to develop the MEls. Since the fields of the line source are known, we 

can compute the residual. This means that we evaluate the field at a given boundary 

node using its corresponding MEL The field at each node in the cluster is multiplied 
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Figure 5.16: Testing positions for line source. 

by the appropriate 0:' coefficient and summed to obtain the field at the boundary node. 

Then this value is compared to the known field of the line source at the boundary 

location. 

In this experiment, we position the line source at three different locations inside 

the "box," at the center Po, at the side Ps , and near the corner Pc (Fig. 5.16). The 

maximum relative magnitude error EAax for any boundary node with the line source 

at Po is 0.15% in all three cases (I-IP, EQ, and MMP), while the maximum phase 

difference !:::.omax is less than 0.1°. For the line source at position Ps , EAlax ~ 0.16% 

and !:::.omaJ' ~ 0.1°. Finally, for the line source at Pc, EAlaX ~ 3.5% and !:::.omax ~ 3.8°. 

'vVe see that the MEIs very accurately relate the field values of the nodes in the 

boundary groupings. 
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5.3.2 Rectangular Dielectric Cylinder 

As a second test problem geometry, we consider a substantially larger scat

tering object, the 5>' x 1>. rectangular dielectric cylinder shown in Fig. 5.17, having 

a perimeter of 12>'. For the case of f. r = 4, the cylinder is quite large with a 6>'0 

perimeter, >'0 being the free space wavelength of the exterior region. As before, a 

cartesian FE mesh with uniform cell size b..h is utilized. The mesh extends four cells 

beyond the cylinder on all sides. Fig. 5.18 shows the positions of the multipoles, with 

eleven across the widest dimension and three across the narrowest. In the results to 

be presented, the five multi poles (nb = 5) given in (5.4) are used at three different 

positions (f = 3) for a total of fifteen measuring functions. In this case, we do not 

use three adjacent multipole positions as we did for the 1>. x 1>' cylinder. For a given 

boundary node, we use the closest multipole position and two others spaced a few 

positions over from the first, one on each side. In the results which follow, for a given 

boundary node P, a distribution like that shown in Fig. 5.18 was used. We define 112 

to be the placement separation index, that is, the number of positions counting away 

from the first. In this case, 112 = 3. 

Results for the TM:: incidence case (OJ = 00
) are shown in (Fig. 5.19). There is 

reasonable agreement among the various methods, with E;!!'s = 8.9%, E;?,;:s = 8.2%, 

and E~;~! p = 11.2%. In the T Ez case (Fig. 5.20)' the agreement is still fairly good, 

except for the EQ approach (E:~rs = 14.4%, E;?,;:s = 20.5%, and E~~!s1P = 14.2%). 

The corresponding echo width plots (in dB) are shown in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22 for 
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Figure 5.17: Plane wave incident on rectangular dielectric cylinder. 
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Figure 5.18: Multipole positions on rectangular dielectric cylinder. 
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Figurt: 5.21: Echowidth for rectangular dielectric cylinder (Er = 4), TM case. 
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the three MEl-based truncation methods. Echo width data is unavailable for the 

bymoment method. If we use the results obtained with the HP approach as our 

reference values, then the RMS error of the other two methods (EQ and MMP) with 

this as a reference are E!~s = 9.6%, and E~AfP = 12.0% for the T Mz case and 

E!~ = 22.6%, and E~,,!P = 14.2% for the T Ez case. From Figs. 5.21 and 5.22 

we can see what this RMS error in the field data on the cylinder surface translates 

to in the far field. We observe extremely good agreement in the forward-scattered 

direction. Because the backscattering is very weak, what we are seeing is the effect 

of "noise" in the range 900 < ¢l < 1800
• 

Next we increase the permittivity of the cylinder to Cr = 9. The perimeter of the 

cylinder in this case is 4-'0. As before, the mesh is truncated four cells away from the 

scatterer for the HP approach and six cells away for the EQ and MMP approaches. 

Results are shown in Figs. 5.23 and 5.24. In the T Mz case, we find E:;:; = 12.7%, 

E!~ = 6.2%, and E~!n~IP = 7.6% and for the TEz case, EtI:., = 29.1%, E!~s = 9.7%, 

and E~;:;t P = 9.5%. As we can see, the agreement is fairly good, except in the 

T E:: case with the HP approach. If we increase the distance between the mesh 

boundary and the scatterer to six cells as in the EQ and MMP approaches, we 

observe a marked improvement with EtI:., = 9.7% for the T A1:: case (curve labeled 

"HP 6h" in Fig. 5.23) and E~~ = 11.2% for the T Ez case (labeled "HP 6h" in 

Fig. 5.24). We recall that for the U x U case with €r = 9 a four cell separation used 

with the HP approach provided comparable results to the EQ and MMP approaches 
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with a six cell separation. The fact that this is not true for the 5>' X 1>. body would 

suggest that the minimum separation distance depends to some extent on the size 

of the scattering object. Even for the relatively large 5>' x 1>. cylinder though, the 

distance to the mesh boundary is only one fifth of the free space wavelength. 

Finally, plane wave incidence at Oi = 90° (onto the short side) is investigated. The 

results for the lower permittivity (€r = 4) rectangular cylinder are shown in Figs. 5.25 

and 5.26. Again, very good agreement is observed. 

5.3.3 Half-Circular Dielectric Cylinder 

The next scattering object that we consider is the half-circular dielectric cylin

der shown in Fig. 5.27. The cylinder has a radius a = >'0 and a relative permeability 

of €r = 4. A finite element mesh which conforms to the half cylinder is shown in 

Fig. 5.28. This half cylinder mesh is constructed using eight node elements and hav

ing a cell size which ensures at least 20 nodes per wavelength. The mesh extends 

four cells beyond the cylinder. It is truncated using each of the three approaches in 

turn. For the MMP approach the multipoles are positioned as shown in Fig. 5.28. 

As before, three positions (e = 3) are used with five different multipoles (nb = 5) at 

each, producing a total of fifteen measures. The placement separation counter m is 

set to two. 

Results for the bistatic radar cross section (RCS) of this scatterer were presented 

by Morgan and Welch [65]. vVe compare the bistatic RCS (or echo width) evaluated 
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Figure 5.27: Half-circular dielectric cylinder. 
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Figure 5.28: Multipole positions for half-circular dielectric cylinder enclosed by half
circular mesh. 
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with the different approaches in Fig. 5.29. The HP approach agrees very well, the 

largest discrepency (O.S dB) occurs at approximately 1300
• The other two approaches 

compare favorably as well, except for the range of 90 - 1300
, the direction of the 

cylinders "corners." 

The echo width for the T Ez case is compared to results presented by Morgan and 

Welch in Fig. 5.30. Agreement is achieved within approximately 1 dB. As before 

though, the EQ and MMP methods have trouble in the range of 110 - 1300
• 

5.3.4 Dielectric Half Shell 

We proceed now to the case of a concave scatterer. For this example we con

sider the problem investigated by Richmond [66, 57] of a circular dielectric half shell 

with a dielectric constant of €r = 4, an inner radius a = 0.25).0, and an outer ra

dius b = 0.3).0' Eight node elements are used and the cell size is chosen to ensure 

approximately 20 nodes per wavelength. A conforming mesh which is truncated four 

cells from the cylinder surface is used (Fig. 5.31). As before, each mesh truncation 

condition is based on an MEl involving a cluster of six nodes (Fig. 5.6). 

As shown in Fig. 5.32, results for the T Mz case obtained using MEl-based grid 

truncation (with the HP approach) compare favorably with Richmond's results and 

those obtained by Lee using the bymoment method [67]. However, for the T Ez case 

shown in Fig. 5.33, the MEl-based and bymoment results do not agree as well with 
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Figure 5.31: Domain of finite element problem for dielectric half shell. 
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Richmond's results in the back-scattered direction (<p = 180°). This same disagree

ment in the back-scattered direction for the T Ez case was also reported by Yuan et al. 

[68]. Therefore, based on the agreement between our results and those of both Lee 

and Yuan, we believe that Richmond's results for the T Ez case in the back-scattered 

direction are in error. 

5.3.5 PEC Square Cylinder 

The final example presented is included for completeness. MEl-based grid 

truncation for problems involving PEe scatterers has been successfully tested by Mei 

et al. [1] using the approach based on Huygen's principle. In this example, we employ 

the MMP approach for developing the MEls. The problem examined is that of a PEC 

cylinder with square cross section and width 2a shown in Fig. 5.34. We compare our 

results to those given by Andreasen [69] for a T Ez incident plane wave travelling 

in the +x direction with ka = 5. Again eight node elements are used and the cell 

size is chosen to ensure approximately 20 nodes per wavelength. The multi poles are 

positioned three per cylinder side and to determine each MEl we use nb = 5, f = 3, 

and m = 1. The normalized current density on the cylinder is plotted as a function 

of s, which is defined to be the distance along the cylinder surface. As shown in 

Fig. 5.35, the agreement is excellent. 
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Figure 5.35: Current density on surface of square PEC cylinder (ka = 5), TE case 
(solid line = MEl, triangles = Andreasen). 
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CHAPTER 6 

Mesh Truncation in the Time Domain 

Traditionally, problems of electromagnetic wave propagation have been solved 

III the frequency domain rather than the time domain. However, interest in the 

solution of transient electromagnetic problems has been increasing in recent years. 

Time domain finite methods are considered by many to be the perfect candidates for 

the powerful, versatile, and accurate numerical simulation of complex electromagnetic 

phenomena. There is no doubt that the power and versatility of time domain finite 

methods rely on their simple, brute-force integration algorithm, which so obviously 

duplicates nature. In this chapter, we shift our attention from the frequency domain 

to the time domain and discuss a mesh truncation procedure based on the principles 

of linearity and superposition. 

The reader may note some similarity between the time domain procedure to be 

presented and the frequency domain, MEl-based, mesh truncation method. We recall 

that in order to obtain an MEl-based mesh truncation condition for a particular 

boundary node, a linear relationship between the field at the boundary node and the 

fields at n of its nearby node neighbors is established. This relationship, or MEl, 

is developed using difrerent measuring functions, or, in other words, using different 
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test excitations. The field excited by each of these independent test sources is then 

recorded at the boundary node and its n node neighbors. A total of n test sources 

must be used in order to produce the system of n equations (or measures) needed to 

establish the linear relationship. Once we obtain an MEl for each boundary node, 

we can then proceed to solve the finite element problem. At the FE mesh boundary 

we use the MEl, or linear relationship, appropriately weighted by the field values of 

the interior solution. 

In the time domain procedure which follows, we also employ test sources. In 

this case, we begin by dividing the problem into an interior and an exterior region, 

allowing for a small overlap between the two regions. We use numerically generated 

line sources to evaluate and record the solutions in the exterior region; these solutions 

can be thought of as numerical Green's functions. We record these exterior solutions 

along a surface which bounds the interior problem. This surface lies within the 

exterior region due to the overlap prescribed above. The interior problem is then 

solved by again weighting these recorded solutions using the field values of the interior 

solution. 

6.1 Review of Time Domain Finite Methods 

A brief survey of time domain finite methods begins with the finite differ

ence time domain method first proposed by Vee in 1966 [26]. The FD-TD method 

discretizes the time-dependent Maxwell's curl equations using central differences in 
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time and space and utilizes an orthogonal grid for the discretization of the domain 

of interest. Although most of the applications of FD-TD employ a rectangular grid 

associated with a cartesian coordinate system, the method can be used with any 

orthogonal or non-orthogonal grid associated with a general curvilinear coordinate 

system [70, 71]. The motivation behind the development of the point-matched time 

domain finite element method was to combine the simplicity of the explicit integration 

scheme of FD-TD with the versatility of conventional finite element spatial discretiza

tion procedures [72]. The modified finite volume technique [73] integrates explicitly 

the time-dependent curl equations using two grids, one for the electric and one for the 

magnetic field, in a fashion similar to the point-matched method. Instead of working 

with the differential form of Maxwell's curl equations, the method uses appropriate 

integral forms of these equations over the grid cells for discretizing the spatial vari

ations of the fields. The time domain finite volume method [74] casts Maxwell's curl 

equations in a conservation form according to standard computational fluid dynamics 

procedures. Finally, an explicit time domain integration of the vector wave equation 

has been proposed [75] ha.ving as its major advantage the fact that only one finite 

element grid is used. 

6.2 Description of Truncation Method 

The method we have considered is based on the basic principles of linearity and 

superposition. We begin by dividing the problem space into an interior region and an 
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exterior region. Any non-linearities in the problem under consideration are confined 

to the interior region. For an electromagnetic scattering problem, the interior region 

encloses the target; while for a guided wave problem, such as that of a non-uniform 

waveguide terminated with uniform sections, the interior region encloses the non-

uniform section. 

We describe the method for a simple parallel plate waveguide shown in Fig. 6.1. 

The interior region is labelled il;. This region is bounded on the top and bottom 

by the parallel plates, to the left by the surface S:, and to the right by the surface 

St. The exterior region is labelled Ve. In a similar manner, it is bounded top and 

bottom by the plates, to the left by S; , and to the right by S:. As shown in Fig. 6.1, 

there is a region of overlap which we call Yo' Assume that the guide is excited by 

a source to the left of S; in region ll;. The boundary conditions are known at the 
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two plates, so the only missing information needed to solve the interior problem is 

an appropriate boundary condition on the right along the surface st. We assume 

that any non-linearities in the problem are confined to that part of the interior region 

which excludes the overlap region, that is, Vi- Yo; therefore, we may assume a uniform 

parallel plate waveguide to the right of S; extending to infinity. 

As a result of the overlap, the surface st is actually interior to region Ve and the 

surface S; is actually interior to region Vi. The region Yo is redrawn in Fig. 6.2. Our 

method consists of two parts. First, we evaluate what we call the "exterior solutions." 

The exterior solution ¢(xj, tlxj, to) is the response at location Xj at time t due to a 

source s(x, t) centered at Xj given by 

s(X, i) = ~(x, Xj)t5(t - to) (6.1 ) 

where 

~(X, x;) = (x - xj-dl/:).h, if Xj-l :::; x :::; Xi; (6.2) 

0, otherwise. 

These exterior solutions can be thought of as numerical Green's functions. In the 

second step, we evaluate the field at Xi on st as a weighted sum of these exterior 

solutions. The "weights" are specified by the field values E(xj, t) along S; evaluated 

during the solution of the interior problem. We have the following discrete convolution 

sum: 

M N 

E(xj, N /:).t) - L I:: E(xj, n/:).i)¢>(xj, N /:).tIXj, n/:).t) (6.3) 
j=1 n=1 
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Figure 6.2: Overlap region Vo. 
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M N 

- L L E(xj, n6t)¢(xj, (N - n + 1)6tIXj, 6t) (6.4) 
i=l n=l 

We now describe each step of the method in greater detail. 

For the particular example cited of a parallel plate waveguide we may choose 

time domain finite differences to solve the exterior problem. An exterior solution 

for each observer location x j is recorded over all time for each source. In order 

to model the delta function time dependence of the source, we employ a finer grid 

than that used for the interior problem. If the interior problem uses a uniform grid 

with spatial increment 6h and time increment 6t, then we adjust the scale for the 

exterior problem by some factor F > 1 such that the spatial increment is given by 

6hJ = 6h/F and the time increment is 6tJ = 6i/F. The delta function time 

dependence is then approximated by a Gaussian waveform on the fine grid given by 

(6.5) 

On the coarser, interior problem grid 

g(l) = { 
1 if t = 6t, 

(6.6) 
o otherwise 

which looks like the delta function 8(t - 6t). We choose F ~ 30 in order that the 

Gaussian waveform is properly resolved on the fine grid. In addition, the spatial 

dependence of the source is now distributed over 2F - 1 fine grid nodes. For the it" 

source centered at Xj on S; and distributed over the 2F - 1 fine grid nodes, between 

Xi-l and Xj+h the solution ¢ is recorded at every Fill fine grid node corresponding 
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to observer locations Xj on st (Fig. 6.3). The solution is recorded at each time step 

I:lt J for 0 ~ t ~ t max • The value of t max determines the size of the computational 

domain. The right boundary for the exterior problem, S-;, is placed far enough away 

that within the time t max no reflections from S-; have a chance to reach the observer 

locations on st. The selection of t max will be discussed presently. The observations 

at each x j are repeated for each source (i = 1, M). 

Once the exterior solutions have been obtained, we proceed with the interior 

problem. At each time step we first solve the interior problem everywhere but on 

the boundary St. Then to obtain the field on this boundary we use (3). Since the 

</>'s have been sampled at intervals of I:ltf, we sample the weighting factors E(xj, t) 

at the same rate before performing the discrete convolution. We simply use linear 

interpolation in time to obtain these field values at the higher sampling rate. The 

field on the boundary st is updated by the convolution, then we increment the time 

counter and repeat the process. 

The value selected for i max determines how many samples of the exterior solutions 

are recorded. Beyond imax the exterior solutions are assumed to be zero. This 

means that the time i max must be long enough to allow the signal from the source 

to completely pass through the observation point. In the case of the parallel plate 

waveguide being discussed, it is also necessary to consider the images of the source. 

We shall return to this point shortly. The separation between S; and st is taken to 
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be just fl.h (one cell of the coarse, interior grid) in order to minimize t max and thus 

the computational domain of our exterior problem. 

Although the evaluation of the exterior solutions, ~'s, can be computationally 

intensive, it should be emphasized that for a given exterior problem these solutions 

only need to be evaluated once and stored in a data file. Then, different interior 

problems can be solved by use of this same set of exterior solutions. 

If in place of our waveguiding example, we consider the general two-dimensional 

scattering problem shown in Fig. 6.4, another interesting idea emerges. For circular 

bounding surfaces S; and st as drawn, we observe that only one set of exterior 

solutions, corresponding to one source, must be evaluated and stored. It is evident 

from the symmetry of the exterior problem that this one set (properly shifted) can 

be used in the convolution sum for each weight (or source) along st. 

Let us proceed with a specific numerical example for the parallel plate waveguide. 

Given a separation between plates of 1.0m we choose fl.h = O.lm (Fig. 6.5). The 

Courant number is defined as Cn = -/2cfl.t/ fl.h. Then for Cn = 0.9 we reqUIre 

fl.t = 0.212ns. The guide is excited at z = 0 by the source 

[ (
t - 3T)2] s(x,t)=sin(7rx)cos[27rfo(t-3T)]exp - T (6.7) 

where T = 42.4ns may be used to define the effective bandwidth of the pulse and 

the operating frequency is chosen as fa = 0.162GH z. A modulated Gaussian is 

used in order to push the frequency content of the pulse above the cutoff frequency. 

The values of T and fa are such that the frequency content of the pulse is centered 
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Figure 6.5: Example geometry. 

just above cutoff and the bandwidth of the pulse is kept somewhat narrow. For an 

observer positioned at z = 116m and centered between the plates at x = O.5m the 

actual time history of the electric field is shown in Fig. 6.6. We shall compare this to 

results obtained using the new boundary condition method described herein and to 

results obtained by applying a standard Mur boundary condition [36]. For the same 

observer position with an artificial boundary introduced at z = 152.6m the electric 

field for the two cases is as shown in Fig. 6.7. Application of Mur's boundary condition 

results in reflections on the order of approximately 30%. This is not surprising given 

that we are so close to cutoff. The new method using exterior solutions computed 

with imax = 40~i yields comparable results. If the value of imax is increased by a 

factor of two, the results improve as shown in Fig. 6.S. This is due to the fact that 
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Figure 6.7: New boundary condition method vs. Mur's condition. 

we are taking into account more images of the source in the exterior solutions for the 

case of i max = 80~i. Theoretically, we should be able to keep reducing the reflection 

from the artificial boundary as we increase the length of time for which the exterior 

solutions are recorded. 

As stated previously, a given exterior problem need only be solved once and stored 

for use with any number of interior problems. However, in the case of a guided prob-

lem like the one described above, in which the source is imaged, a large value for i max 
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Figure 6.8: Results obtained with tmax increased by a factor of two. 
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is required and the size of the computational domain can become excessively large. 

For the two-dimensional problem of a parallel plate given above with t max = 80Llt the 

number of unknowns is on the order of 4 x 105 • This value of tmax would need to be 

increased in order to obtain more satisfactory results. For a three-dimensional guided 

problem the computational domain simply becomes too large. Thus, even though the 

method proposed herein is correct and of possible use in scattering problems, we do 

not believe it is a practical alternative for guided problems. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusions 

In this work, the Measured Equation of Invariance concept for finite element/finite 

difference mesh truncation was investigated. MEl-based mesh truncation has previ

ously been used in the context of time-harmonic electromagnetic wave scattering by 

perfectly conducting bodies employing finite differences [1]. We have extended the 

method to handle the case of penetrable targets. In addition, we have demonstrated 

how the MEl-based conditions are implemented in finite elements. 

Our development began with an introduction to the MEl concept, including the 

terminology introduced by Mei, et al [1]. Examples were given to demonstrate how 

directional MEls are developed and how they can be applied for the purposes of 

mesh truncation. Since the development of an MEl is not based on any assumptions 

concerning the far-field behavior of the scattered fields, a mesh truncation condition 

developed from it can be applied very close to the scatterer, as close as a few cells 

from the scattering surface. Most other local methods which have been proposed to 

elate are based on far-field assumptions and, therefore, cannot be applied with any 

reasonable degree of accuracy in the near field of the scattering object. In addition, 

the MEl is excitation independent. Therefore, the truncation conditions developed 
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for a particular scatterer can be applied regardless of how that scattering object is 

excited. 

The various steps and important concepts involved in the finite element method 

were reviewed next. This was done in order to construct the framework necessary 

to discuss the procedure for including MEl-based truncation conditions in finite el

ements. The steps for inserting these boundary conditions into the algorithm were 

outlined. This is the first time the MEl-based truncation conditions have been im

plemented in a finite element solution. Furthermore, it is the first time that the MEl 

was used in conjunction with the total field solutions. 

Three methods were proposed for extending the MEl mesh truncation method 

to the case of time-harmonic scattering by penetrable bodies. The first method 

was based on a direct application of Huygen's principle (HP). In this approach, 

independent pairs of the field and its normal derivative are required on the surface 

of the scatterer to produce the measures for the MEL If n + 1 nodes are clustered 

together in a boundary node set, n measures are needed to solve for the n unknown 

coefficients in the linear equation, or MEl, relating the field values at these nodes. 

To obtain these pairs, the repeated solution of the interior problem is required. This 

at first may seem computationally intensive. However, the decomposition of the 

finite element matrix for the interior problem only needs to be done once, and then 

for each choice of boundary condition the back substitution is performed. Several 

numerical examples were presented for two-dimensional penetrable scatterers. The 
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HP approach was shown to produce very accurate, local, mesh truncation conditions. 

These conditions were applied as close as four elements away from the scattering 

object's boundary. 

The second approach for developing an MEl employed equivalent source concepts. 

In this case, the material properties of the scatterer do not enter into the formulation. 

This approach was used for scattering objects having perimeters on the order of 

several wavelengths. Based on the success of these numerical experiments, it would 

appear that it may indeed be possible to develop grid truncation conditions for a 

given scatterer shape, independent of the scatterer composition. 

Both of these approaches involve integration along the surface of the scatterer. 

In the case of a perfectly conducting (PEC) body, the two methods are equivalent. 

It was shown that in the special case of a circularly symmetric scatterer, Huygen's 

integral reduces to a very simple form. In fact, instead of actually performing the 

integration to obtain the measures, cylindrical multi poles can be used directly as 

the measuring functions. Results for scattering by circular dielectric cylinders, cir

cular shells, and dielectric coated PEC cylinders were presented to demonstrate the 

technique. These examples were chosen because series solutions are readily available 

for comparison. Even though series solutions are available for a large number of 

circularly symmetric scatterers, in practice, these series can some times be difficult 

to numerically evaluate, for example, a circular cylinder with many dielectric layers. 
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MEl-based grid truncation conditions using multipoles as measuring functions are 

very useful for solving problems involving strong radial inhomogeneity. 

These experiments were also used to test the feasibility of an interior mesh trun

cation condition. Such a condition would be used with scattering objects in which 

any material inhomogeneity that exists is localized to the vicinity of the scatterer 

surface. The homogeneous region is, in a sense, deleted from the interior problem 

by employing the interior truncation condition. Although this technique provided 

accurate results for cylinders and shells having radii on the order of a = 0.3)" it did 

not produce acceptable results for larger cylinders (a = 0.8).). In order to understand 

why the MEl-based truncation condition is more successful in the exterior region than 

in the interior region, we must recognize the fact that the fields interior to the cylin

der exhibit standing waves as opposed to the outgoing behavior of the waves exterior 

to the cylinder. As the radius of the cylinder increases, the oscillations increase in 

the standing wave pattern and are thus more sensitive to phase errors introduced by 

the MEl approximation at the interior boundary. Therefore, the use of an interior 

MEl-based truncation condition does not appear to be a viable alternative for larger 

problems. Of course, this is where just such a procedure would be most desirable in 

terms of reducing computational requirements. 

The third method for developing the MEl evolved from the ideas relating to circu

larly symmetric scatterers in which multi poles are used as the measuring functions. 

This method, unlike the previous two, does not involve any integration about the 
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scatterer's perimeter. Instead, distributions of multipoles are used to derive the mea

sures for the MEl, hence the name, multiple multipole (MMP) approach. As in the 

EQ approach, the MMP formulation does not depend on the material properties of 

the scatterer. Guidelines for positioning the multipoles as suggested by Hafner [59] 

in the context of the Generalized Multipole Technique were reviewed. Attention was 

given to the issue of numerical dependency which can lead to ill-conditioned systems 

of equations. 

Numerical results obtained using MEl-based grid truncation conditions developed 

with each of the three approaches were presented for several two-dimensional scatter

ing bodies. Dielectric cylinders of different permittivity and cross-section were con

sidered. In addition, the MMP approach was tested for the case of a PEe scatterer. 

These results were compared to finite element solutions obtained using the bymo

ment method for mesh truncation, the field feedback method, and integral equation 

techniques. Excellent agreement was observed with all three approaches for bodies 

having perimeters on the order of several wavelengths. Even for large scatterers, 

such as a 5,\ x 1,\ dielectric cylinder of permittivity tOr = 4 and 9, the agreement was 

reasonably good. 

Let us now summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the three approaches. 

As stated above, in the MMP and equivalent source approaches, the MEl is developed 

independently of the composition of the scattering object. Success with either of these 

two approaches is significant because it suggests the possibility of constructing mesh 
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truncation conditions independent of a scatterer's material properties. This would be 

in addition to the advantages already cited for the MEl-based truncation conditions, 

namely, their independence of the problem excitation and their local nature. The 

disadvantage of these two methods is that it may not be possible in all cases to 

truncate the mesh just a few cells from the scattering object's surface as with the HP 

approach. However, the mesh boundary should be within a wavelength (as measured 

in the exterior medium) of the scatterer, so except in the case of high contrast, the 

number of cells to the mesh boundary should not be excessive. An alternative would 

be to use a coarser grid for the exterior region. The nodal density per wavelength is 

maintained, but the increase in the number of unknowns is avoided. Of course, this 

makes the grid generation more involved. As we have seen, using the HP approach 

for developing the MEl, we are able to truncate the mesh a few elements from the 

scatterer. The disadvantage of this approach is that the interior problem must be 

repeatedly solved. However, the finite element stiffness matrix only needs to be 

decomposed once, then the back substitution is repeated for each boundary condition. 

In summary, there is a trade-off involved and the choice of which approach to use for 

evaluating the MEl-based truncation conditions depends on the particular problem 

being investigated. It is possible that some combination of the two ideas, integration 

and multi poles, might also be appropriate in certain cases. In other words, some of 

the measures could be produced using multi poles for the measuring functions, while 

others would be produced by integration as in the HP or EQ approaches. 
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Finally, let us comment on how the efficiency of MEl-based grid truncation com

pares to other methods. As stated earlier, the main advantage associated with the use 

of these new local truncation conditions is that they may be applied close to the scat

terer's surface since they are not based on far-field assumptions about the scattered 

field. This results in a reduced mesh size, and therefore, reduced computational 

requirements, as compared to solutions obtained with other local mesh truncation 

conditions. Global truncation methods though do permit the mesh to be truncated 

close to the scatterer and therefore, the mesh size is comparable to that used with 

MEl-based conditions. However, there are different computational issues associated 

with these global methods. For example, let us compare the use of MEl-based trun

cation conditions to the by moment method of mesh truncation [18, 19, 20]. In the 

bymoment method, each term of the exterior expansion is used as a boundary con

dition for the interior problem. Although the finite element matrix associated with 

the interior problem only needs to be decomposed once, repeated back-substitution 

is required, once for each boundary condition (i.e., expansion term). Therefore, the 

computational cost depends on the number of expansion terms. In MEl-based mesh 

truncation, even for the more costly approach based on Huygen's statement, the 

number of back-substitutions is a function of the number of metron pairs required, 

that is, the number of nodes coupled by the MEL This number is normally much 

smaller than the number of back-substitutions required with the bymoment method. 

The MEl concept for mesh truncation is the better option particularly for the case 
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of highly elongated scatterers. In that case, the number of expansion terms required 

for the bymoment method becomes significantly larger. In the modified hybrid finite 

element method [12], the computational costs depend on the size of the dense matrix 

which must be inverted. Once again, for a highly elongated scatterer, the computa

tional costs are much greater because the size of the dense matrix, which is governed 

by the number of mesh boundary nodes, increases. 

Future work on the MEl mesh truncation method should include experiments 

involving scatterers of increased complexity both in terms of geometry and composi

tion. The method should be investigated for three-dimensional (3D) applications as 

well. For the MMP approach, the multi poles used in the 3D case would involve com

binations of spherical Bessel functions and associated Legendre functions. It is also 

worth considering the MEl concept in the time domain to determine the feasibility 

of constructing mesh truncation conditions with this method. 

In addition to considering finite element/finite difference mesh truncation for time

harmonic scattering problems facilitated by the MEl concept, we also investigated a 

truncation method for time domain simulations. The method proposed is based on 

the principles of linearity and superposition and was demonstrated for the case of 

guided waves between parallel plates. 

Although the evaluation of the exterior solutions can be computationally expen

sive, for a given exterior problem, it is only necessary to calculate them once and 

save them to a data file. Different interior problems can then be solved using this 
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same set of exterior solutions. However, for the case of guided problems such as the 

one presented, in which the source is imaged, it was shown that the exterior solutions 

must be recorded for a long time in order to achieve high accuracy. This, of course, 

translates to a prohibitively large computational space. Therefore, it is concluded 

that this method would only be practical for scattering problems rather than guided 

problems. 
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